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Soccer Wins in Fla.; Golf
Finishes With Good Rounds
See Sport,

LERER&TIMES
Monday, September 24, 2007

Murray, KY 42071

ON THE HUNT FOR BARGAINS

CI poll:
Kentuckians
split over
McConnell's
war support

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

Hundreds of bargain hunters turned out Saturday morning to find buried treasure among scores of vendors participating
in Murray's city-wide
yard sale at Murray-Calloway Central Park and many, many other locations around Murray.

differ on abortion
By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
While positions on some issues
get blurred in the heated rhetoric
of an
election campaign.
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher
and his Democratic opponent are
clearly opposites when it comes to
abortion.
Fletcher. an ordained Baptist
minister and physician, opposes it.
Beshear doesn't.
Trailing badly in the polls.
Fletcher is heralding his stand in
hopes of getting conservative
Christians to the polls on Election
Day.
-To a small bloc of voters, it is
an extremely important issue."
said Kendra Stewart, a political
scientist at Eastern Kentucky
University. 'There are still people
who vote solely on where the candidates stand on the abortion
issue."
Michael Janocik, assistant
director of the Kentucky Right to
Life Association, said the hot-button issue is important to enough
Kentucky voters that state candidates who support abortion rights
usually try to mask their positions.
"It's rare that a political candidate in Kentucky will proudly
carry the banner of being prochoice," he said. It's just not very
popular in Kentucky."
Fletcher maintains that life
begins at conception, and that
abortions should be illegal unless
the pregnancy jeopardizes the life
of the mother or is caused by rape
or incest.
"But I caution everyone to
think about the innocent life
involved regardless of the situa-

lion," Fletcher said. "The real
premise is I believe in the sanctity
of life."
Fletcher insists that Beshear is
trying to disguise his stands on
abortion to try to appeal to more
voters leading up to the Nov. 6
election. Two polls released over
the past week show Beshear holding a double-digit lead in the race.
Fletcher, a longtime favonte of
anti-abortion groups, won the
endorsement of Kentucky Right to
Life in the last governor's race
is expected to receive the endo
rnent again this year.
The first legislation Fletcher
signed into law after taking office
was a fetal homicide bill that
toughened penalties against people who cause the deaths of
unborn babies. Fletcher campaign
spokesman Jason Keller said his
boss has continually fought for the
unborn "throughout his career in
public service and now as governor."
Beshear, who opposes abortions after the first trimester.
called unwanted pregnancies and
abortions tragedies.
"As governor, I'm going to do
everything I can to limit and
reduce the number of abortions
while respecting the law of the
land," he said.
Beshear said decisions about
abortions should be left to families, not the government.
"What I want to do as governor
is to take steps that will reduce and
limit the number of abortions by
addressing the main causes that
women get abortions." he said.
Beshear said many women who

II See Page 2A
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Bethany Harrell gets a big Red Cross and other artwork painted on her
cheeks by Whitney Kelsey, left, a Murray State University sorority volunteer. during the Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red
Cross' Disaster Blaster event in Lowe's parking lot Saturday morning.
Dozens of children turned out for the event where they were also
allowed to use their carpentry skills to create artwork, see some big
red fire trucks and other attractions.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentuckians are
split over whether Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell should support the war in Iraq, but a
majority approve of his job performance, according to a new poll.
McConnell's approval rating was at 54 percent, 28 percent disapproved of how he's done,
and 17 percent did not have an opinion, according
to The (Louisville) Courier-Journal's Bluegrass
Poll. Meanwhile, 44 percent said they thought
McConnell - skould
oppose
President
Bush's Iraq war policy, 42 percent said he
should support it, and
14 percent were undecided.
McConnell, who is
the
top-ranking
Republican in the U.S.
Senate, had the same
approval rating the
last time the poll was
conducted
in
February. The poll
was
conducted
File photo
between Sept. 13-18. According to a poll by
surveyed 812 adults the Courier-Journa
l,
and had a margin of
U.S.
Sen.
Mitch
error of 3.4 percentage
McConnell, R-Ky., has
points.
a
54 percent approval
The latest numbers
reflect McConnell's rafting to 28 percent
strength heading into who disapprove of
his re-election cam- him. Forty-four perpaign next year, chief cent, however, believe
of staff Billy Piper he should oppose
said.
President Bush's poli-On overall terms, cies in iraq.
it's good to see that
his favorable rating is
holding steady," Piper said. "And it's probably of
note that his disapproval rating is so low, given
that the only ads on the air since February have
been ads critical of Senator McConnell."
So far, McConnell does not have a Democratic
opponent for his 2008 race.
McConnell has not aired his own ads, but antiwar groups have aired television ads in Kentucky
critical of the senator's support of Bush's policy
in Iraq.
Still, the poll found the percentage of people
who disapprove of McConnell increased by five
points since February.
Louisville resident Arlene Morse, 67, said she
"somewhat approves" of McConnell's job performance and was "grateful" for what he's done
in office. Morse said she wished McConnell didn't support Bush's war policy but said it was his
job to back the president.
'That's why Republicans elected him leader
and that's what he's been working for his whole
political career," Morse, who said she is a
Democrat, told the newspaper.
Among Democrats, 47 percent of those surveyed said they approved of McConnell's job performance to 40 percent who disapproved. But on
the Iraq war,60 percent of Democrats who participated said McConnell should oppose Bush and
28 percent said he should support the war.
Barbara Jewell, a 73-year-old registered
Republican from Louisville, said McConnell has
represented Kentucky's interests while in
Washington. Jewell said she thought McConnell's
support of Bush on the war was also correct.
"I think it behooves us to support our president, I don't care who he is." Jewell said."You've
got to support him in the decisions he's making.'"
Ernest Yanarella, a political science professor
at the University of Kentucky. said the poll
showed that the Iraq war may not hurt McConnell
politically as some other Republicans have been.
"At least on the issue of Iraq, the senior senator from Kentucky can probably ride it out with
the president on this over the next couple of years
while not suffering significant political damage
and remaining a strong ally of the president,"
Yanarella said.
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Murders, robberies, other
crimes nearing 5-year peak
WASHINGTON I APi Violent cnrne rose nearly 2 percent last year, the FBI reported
Monday in nationwide data that
show a flight!, higher increase
than expected.
The number of big-city murder% also increased. by 1.11 percent
the same rate as honncuks nationwide. Robberies and
arson also rose in large population 4.-enters, but the number of
rapes and car thefts dropped.
FBI data show
The new numbers confirm
that cruise fates continued on a
two-year upward trend alter el
relative lull in violence between

2002 and 2004
The rising crime rates have
been a concern for the Justice
13epartment, which earlier this
year blamed the increases on
gangs. guns and youth violence
The Bush administration has
pledged to spend S50 million
this year to combat gangs and
guns, and is pushing (.'ongress
for new laws to let the federal
government better investigate
and prosecute violent cnrne
Overall, violent crime rose
by 1.9 percent in 2006 —
higher than the 1.3 percent
increase reflected earlier this
summer in preliminary FBI

data.
A five-year look at crime
rates show that the number of
murders, robberies, rapes and
other violent offenses committed in 2006 is returning to the
peak reached in 2002. Crime
dropped dramatically after that.
the FBI data show.
In 2006, for example, an estimated 1,417,000 violent crimes
were committed across the
country. That was a sharp nse
from the I.360.000 crimes
reported in 2004 and approaches
the estimated 1.425,000-mark
reached in 2002

Mayfield man charged after wreck
Staff Report
Calloway County Fire and
Rescue and Murray-Calloway
County EMS responded to an
occident Saturday morning alter
the driver apparently lost control
and overturned the vehicle multiple tunes
Jacob T Adkins, 21. of

Mayfield. lost control of his
vehicle while traveling eastbound on Ky. 464 and had to be
extricated from his schtcle,
according to a release from the
Kentucky Sate Police
Murray -Calloway County
EMS transported Adkins to
Murray-Calloway
County

Hospital where he was admitted
Adkins was also charged by
police for driving under the
influence and possession of drug
paraphenelia. the release stated.
Kentucky
State
Police
Trooper Brian Duvall IS continuing the investigation

UAW prepares to strike

DETROIT
— The sighs were ready and 3 03 percent. to $36 in morning trading
picket assignments handed out as thousands of
The UAW, in a statement setting the deadline
United Auto Workers at Genetal Motors Corp
cited the autornaker's failure to address job secu
factories nationwide prepared to walk oft their rity and other concerns But it said negotiators
?Oh% MOOda!, miming if no (Amtrak! deal was
would remain at the table until the deadline
reached
"We're shocked and disappointed that General
Negotiators worked all night and still were at Motors has failed to recognize and appreciate
the bargaining table 20 nunutes Atte4d of the II
what our membership has contributed during the
Ain EDT deadline. trying to asen a strike The
past four years.- UAW President Ron Gettelfinger
UAW set the strike deadline Sunday night
said in a statement early Monday
"We're getting activated right now. Mike
Gettelfinger didn't offer specifics. but the
O'Rourke. president of Local I x5 A at a Gm plant I AW had been expected to ask GM for guarantees
in Spring lull. letin . said Monday morning
of future production at U S plants as pan of the
If no agreement was reached, bargaining com- negotiations
mittee'members would clear the plant (it union
"We got to stand strong I'll do what I have to
ised workers at II a , and many would head to do to have a good contract," said Barbara
the picket lines. O'Rourke said
O'Leary. a GM worker at the Willow Run trans"We'll have pit Acts out there.- said Chris mission plant in Ypsilanti -This is what it comes
-Tiny- Sherwood. president of Local 652 in down to to being a I'A‘N member. If the boss says
Lansing -Some will Lorne out of work and grab a go, we go"
sign with US
-"We:_don't want to strike, but we want a fair
The UAW hasn't called a nationwide strike contract,- the 41-year-old Wayfle reSident said
during contract negotiations since 197k when before loading strike signs into the back of a pickFord Motor Co plants were shut down. There up truck.
were strikes at two GM plants during contract
JPMorgan analyst ihrnanshu Patel, in a note to
nele141jiinfl% III l996
ins CM11(% Monday. said the strike deadline may he
Despite the strike talk.(iM stock ruse S I 015, or a signal that an agreement was lose

cav to se elest
YOUfor the Holidays
November 3, 2007
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
at Grace Baptist Church

MHS, CCHS bands shine
at FestivalofChampions

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Decked out in traditional black and gold, members of
the Murray High School's Tiger Band perform dunng
an annual band competition at Murray State
University's Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday morning

•Abortion ...

Staff Report
The results are in from Saturday's
Festival of Champions and Murray and
Calloway County high school bands
should be proud.
In the finals competition, Calloway
County High School finished in fifth
place
behind
Madisonville-North
Hopkins and Murray High School finished in seventh place ahead of O'Fallon
Township.
Murray High also took first place in
Class AA competition. Calloway was second in Class 4A.
The grand champion award went to
Daviess County and Marshall County
won reserve grand champion. Blue
Springs High School came in third:
Muhlenberg North. eighth; Muhlenberg
South. ninth; Henderson County, 10th:
Elizabethtown-11th and Cumberland
County. 12th.
Class A results - Cumberland County
High School first: Mayfield High School
second and Union City High School third.
Class AA results' Murray High School
first; Muhlenberg South second and
Elizabethtown third.
Class AAA results' Muhlenberg North
first.
Class AAAA results - Madisonville
North Hopkins first; Calloway County
High School second and Si, Charles West
third.
Class AAAAA results - Daviess
County first, Blue Springs second and
Marshall County third.
In the preliminary awards. Calloway
County High School won Best Color
Guard.

KEEPING TRACK

From Front

617 South 9th Street, Murray, KY 42071

PREREGISTRATION REQUIRED

Ana's? tammlne

TOM BERRYiLedger & Times
A member of the Calloway County High School Lakers color guard steps quickly during their
performance Saturday as part of The Festival of Champions that drew musicians from across
the state The Laker color guard was honored Saturday.

Dawn Hall
"The Cookbook Lady"
Dawn will be sharing with us her life testimony
and also share on healthy cooking, fitness, the love
of God, the miracles at God and
YOU CAN BE
Entrepreneur of Cozy Homestead Publishing. She
sell-published her first cookbook in 1996 to raise
Money for her husband's brain cancer treatment and
since then has sold over 1,000,000 copies
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bele.-wd "Top 20 Under the Age of

Leaders in

- Slie's been on 1h Food Cleaned, WEI Club, Woman to
Woman, Good Morning Saturday fic.M t ife Today with
lames Robison, and national mews programs tot affiliates of ABC. NBC, CBS, and GIN.
- Recipient ot the 2001 Community Sersyci

ant

- 10% of Dawn's profib go to an mrier-dty timid ren
reach program called 'Solid Rock"
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undergo abortions are those
without good Jobs. who feel like
they can't afford to raise children or esen pay the medical
Costs of debsenng babies Ihe
solution, he said, is providing
better jobs and better health
care for women
-That in and of itself will do
more to reduce the number of
abortions in this state,- he said
-That will help make abortion a
last choice for somebody
instead of a first choice.
Stewart, the political scientist, said she doesn't expect
abortion to he an oacmding
issue in this year's gosemor•s
("KC
People are becoming c ognizant that the gosemor's ability to have an impact on the
issue isn't as large as they
thought,- she uud 'The gos em
nor is not going to be able to
make abortion illegal in
Kentucky single-handedly So
not as many people put as much
weight on it as they once did"

City/State/Zip:
Day Phone Number
I Evening Phone Number
Illeme in,ludo' heck or rnoney order made payable to First Place with your Regmtration Form
I Meow svr, this form as needed for each person to register
i ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
I There will be a time to Praise, Pray and Play on Friday night November 2, at 7700 p.m
I Will attend Friday night
•

Will not attend Friday night

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACfi
Fatty Registration now
Registration Ortoher 4

To
subscribe to the
liRERRTIMLti
Call 753-1916
Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

TOM BERRY/Loewe & Times
Murray State University Dr Terry Derting, nght. and Amy
Malone. an MSU animal science student, left, place a
microchip on one of dozens of dogs brought to Carmen
Pavilion Saturday during a program sponsored by MSU's
Animal Science Department and Calloway County Humane
Society The pampered canines were also treated to toe-nail
clipping, ear cleaning, a bath and other amenities

STATE
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MontuckylnBrief
Alcoholic Beverage Control director
facing DUI charge

Monday,September 24, 2007 • 3A

Public defenders carrying too many case

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API
Police say the executive director of
the state's Alcoholic Beverage Control is facing a drunken driving Kentucky's heavy caseloads for
attorneys representing indigent
charge after he was arrested near Lexington Saturday night.
A police citation says Chris Lilly was pulled over on U.S. 27 out- defendants is taxing the public
side Nicholasville because his Ford Explorer was missing a head- defense system and possibly
jeopardizing clients' access to
light, and because he was weaving and driving slowly.
Police say Lilly smelled of alcohol, lost his balance during a justice, the Department of
Public Advocacy's top official
sobriety test and recorded a Breathalyzer reading of 0.181.
Governor Ernie Fletcher appointed Lilly to the executive director said.
Public defense attorneys in
position last year.
Before heading up A.B.C., Lilly was the commissioner of the Kentucky on average are jugstate's Department of Public Protection and the executive director gling about 436 cases per year,
according to the agency's annufor the Office Of Charitable Gaming.
al report released Friday. Public
defenders in urban areas, however, are facing even fiercer
caseloads, as high as 651 in
Lexington, the report found.
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.(AP) — Chris Woodring just wants his
Still, caseloads are down
two children to be able to see their grandparents.
from an average of 468 per
Woodring, who sells organic produce in Chenoa in eastern attorney during
the 2()06 fiscal
Kentucky, hasn't been able to arrange such a visit between 1 -yearold Milka. and 2-year-old Johanan, though. Their grandparents live
in Honduras and haven't been able to get visas to enter the United
States.
"They just want to visit the United States for four to eight
weeks," Woodring said of his in-laws.
BAGHDAD (AP) — As the
Woodring met his wife. Jaclyn, in 2003. while he was with the
Americans patrol the Sunni
Mennonite Central Church Committee at a conference in Guatemala
Arab
neighborhood
of
City and Jaclyn was a member of the Honduran delegation's youth
Azarniyah, people keep turning
conference.
to them for help. One man asks
The couple had problems getting Jaclyn a visa to visit the United
them to bring in a fuel truck
States before they married so she could meet Woodring'S parents. It
stopped by Iraqi troops. Another
ended up taking three years for Jaclyn to finally obtain a residency
complains that Iraqi soldiers just
visa, Woodring said.
beat up his brother.
"They kept asking for more documents," he said.
The Americans used to be
The changing laws after the Sept. II. 2001 terrorist attacks were
loathed in Azamiyah, a longtime
the main cause for the delay. During that time the couple lived in
stronghold of insurgents and the
Honduras and then in Guatemala, where Jaclyn gave birth to Milka
last place where Saddam
and Johanan. She will have been in the U.S. one year come October.
Hussein appeared in public.
and must reapply for the visa in one more year.
Now the animosity has given
Since moving to Kentucky. the U.S. State Department has denied
way to a grudging acceptance,
Jaclyn Woodring's parents visas, citing sevefal reason. The State because the people of this northDepartment has said ills concerned that the couple would stay and
ern
neighborhood
want
take up permanent residency.
American protection from a foe
The delays in getting visas is taking a toll on Jaclyn Woodring.
they hate and fear even more:
Chris Woodring said. Jaclyn Woodring has been depressed since
the mainly Shiite Iraqi army.
learning of the latest rejection,-Woodring said.
"We feel safe when the
"She really misses them a lot," he said. "She cried for three
Americans are around," says a
days."
computer engineer who gave his
The Woodrings have turned to U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell. Rname only as Abu Fahd. He
Ky., and U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers, R-Ky., in an effort to get the grandstopped going to work because
parents visas. Both responded with promises to investigate further.
of his fear of militiamen at the
Until then, the Vv'oodrings will have to keep waiting — and tryShiite-dominated
Health
ing.
Ministry and now makes a liv"We realize that many people want to come to this country for ing
selling clothes.
nefarious reasons, and others want to come to survive. but her par"When we see the Iraqi army,
ents just want to see their grandchildren. The system should provide
we just stay home or close our
for honest visits," Woodring said.
shops."
The story of Aziuniyah, once
a favorite with wealthy Sunnis
and nationalists, shows once
again how difficult it is to measDUNMOR, Ky.(AP)— State officials are looking for help from ure the !meta
private businesses to give a jolt to Lake Malone State Park located surge of American ,
in western Kentucky.
the shifting allesi4or4 in
State Sen. Joey Pendleton, D-Hopkinsville, said the state park Baghdad.
located in his district needs help with its redevelopment.
The accommodation between
"I have had a lot of calls on that." Pendleton said. "Because of the Azamiyah and the Americans
funding that was pulled ... it's hurt tourism in that area. We need to represents a major breakthrough
get the funding back and start taking care of Lake Malone."
for the U.S. military, which had
The park currently has a campground. but has not had other avail- long considered the neighborable lodging since an inn there burned down a few years ago, J.T. hood among the city's most danMiller, Department of Parks commissioner, said.
gerous. Yet the success is largeState officials earlier this year began soliciting private companies ly due to a sectarian divide so
to develop and operate a marina and cottages there.
deep that it has poisoned instituMiller said state officials have sent out a second round of requests tions such as the Iraqi army,
for bids on the project, which would be built on 30 acres near the jeopardizing the chances of reclake's dam. The park consists of 338 acres.
onciliation and leaving the
Americans caught in the middle.
In that sense. the Americans
have both won and lost.
Much of the new goodwill in
PERRYVILLE. Ky.(AP)— One of 30communities built for for- Azamiyah hinges on whether
mer slaves after the Civil War is now part of a historic battlefield the Americans can prevent perceived excesses by Iraqi troops.
site.
The state purchased the site of what was Sleettown earlier this It also depends on how far they
year for $324.000. The money came from a Transportation can ease the economic plight of
Enhancement grant. The Civil War Preservation Trust donated a once prosperous neighborhood
now sealed off from the rest of
another SI07,000 to match the grant.
The town existed from 1865 until 1931 and was set up by the capital by a security wall.
Capt. Albert J. Marckwardt.
Kentucky natives Hciiiy. Preston and George Sleet. The property
bought by the state ties two sections of the 570-acre park where the commander of the 3rd Infantry.
Division's B Troop, 3rd
Battle of Perryville was fought in October 1862.
7th
Cavalry
Lyda Sleet Smalley of Perryville, the great-great-granddaughter Squadron.
of George Sleet, had heard about the namesake town while growing Regiment, has about 100 solup in Perryville. but didn't know of her family's connection or a diers to patrol the old section of
cemetery where her ancestors are buried. There are no visible mark- Azamiyah. an area less than a
half-mile square thought to be
ers on the gravesites.

Family facing visa issues
for grandparents

year, the report found.
The numbers reflect an
agency budget crunch that has
been years in the making, said
Ernie Lewis, who heads the state
public defender system. And it
could lead to systemwide problems. Lewis said.
"My lawyers are working as
hard as they can work, lots of
overtime, trying to do the best
they can do on individual
cases." Lewis said."When caseloads get above the national
standards, you're risking systemic problems at that point."
Dunng the past seven years,
there has been an increase of
more than 50 percent in caseloads, the report said.
Lewis said the agency is facing a fiscal crisis; he's already
instituted a hiring freeze and has

paid bills late as a way to save
money. Right now, there are 60
vacancies in the agency, including slots for 30 to 40 additional
attorneys.
"I'm looking at a difficult
time getting through this fiscal
year," Lewis said.
Sixty-two public defenders in
Louisville, Kentucky's largest
urban area, handled more than
33,400 cases during the last fiscal year that ended in June for
an average of 539 cases per
attorney.
While above the agency's
overall average caseload, the
number reflected a drop in
Louisville public defenders'
caseloads from the 2006 fiscal
year when they had about 604
each, according to the report.
In Lexington, the 16 public

defenders there had an average
caseload of 651 during the last
fiscal year, compared with 442
the year before, the report said::
Meanwhile, the five publIt
defenders in Glasgow had an
average caseload that ranked
among the lightest in the state at
nearly 341 each.
High caseloads translate to
less time spent with individual
clients, Lewis said. An attorneil
who opens 436 cases per year
has about four hours to work on
a case, Lewis said.
While that may be adequate
for some cases, others require
more time, he said.
"We're not making Doritoa;
we're representing individuals
whose liberties have been
threatened," Lewis said. "All of
that times a lot of time."

Kentuckian commands former insurgent bastion
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Officials looking to boost Lake
Malone State Park

Town created for ex-slaves now part
of Civil War battlefield site

Tenn. man charged
with illegal animal
importing to My.
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A
Tennessee man faces six felony
counts of illegally importing elk
and deer into Kentucky after
being arrested during a traffic
stop
Timothy Cory Looper. 25. of
Li Ingston. Tenn.. was arrested
Thursday night just west of
Paducah when a , Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources conservation officer
stopped his vehicle. Fish and
Wildlife Resources spokeswoman Haley Lynch said
Fnday.
Looper told officers that he
picked up the animals at
Hostetler Wildlife Farms in
Miller. Mo., and was transporting them to Wilderness Hunting
Lodge in Monterey, Tenn., a
shooting preserve, a statement
from the Department of Fish
and Wildlife said
Lynch said she was unsure if
Loopar had an attorney

infested with insurgents and
built around the Abu Hanifa
mosque, the country's most
revered Sunni shrine.
His soldiers were among the
last to arrive in Iraq from among
the 30,000 reinforcements
ordered by President Bush this
year.
With so much riding on their
mission, the soldiers must play
roles as diverse as policemen,
economic planners and mediators. Marckwardt personally
carries out some of these tasks
during daily patrols that take
him and his men to busy outdoor
markets and alleys less than 9
feet wide. They greet every man
with the Arabic "Salamou
Aleikom." or "Peace be with
you.,,
During a recent patrol, a
Sunni bank manager asks
Marckwardt to prevent Iraqi soldiers from escorting armored
vans that deliver cash to his
branch.
"People don't like them. We
would be happier if you did it
instead," he pleads.
"I can." replies the officer,
"But what happens when we
leave? The Iraqi army is the
future. You must learn to live
and cooperate with each other."
It is not difficult to see why
Azaniiyah's Sunnis resent the
mostly Shiite Iraqi soldiers.
In desert camouflage and
matching body armor. the Iraqi

soldiers drive their newly Azamiyah, said attacks on
acquired Humvees perilously tion forces were down by nearly
fast, leaving dust storms in their 30 percent since July.
•
trail. They walk the streets with
"It's getting better every,
the swagger of victors and, day," Broadwater says. "I canaccording to residents, harass not give the people of Azamiyah,
motorists and pedestrians at long-term security. What I am
checkpoints and throw out sec- trying to give them is irrel,
tarian taunts.
versible momentum. But long:
U.S. officers are aware of the term security Wili—oiily come
problems. They say they con- from inside Iraq."
duct joint patrols with the Iraqis
Broadwater says Azamiyah
in the hope of showing them resembled a war zone when NI
more balanced tactics. The U.S. soldiers arrived in July. Thef
military is planning to recruit as reopened the area's only gasomany as 1,000 policemen from line station, removed trash and.
Azamiyah, of whom 800 would tried to fix sewage pipes.
be deployed in the neighborNow many stores have.
hood so Sunnis will protect reopened around the Abu Hanifa
Sunnis.
mosque. However, some par4.
"When we do that, there will of Azamiyah, a Tigris-side disbe no need for the Iraqi army trict known for its kebab eaterhere," Marckwardt repeatedly ies, still looked almost deserte4.
tells residents.
this week, with street after street.
With the increased U.S. pres- showing no sign of life.
ence, security is improving in Residents say hundreds of fami-Azamiyah. Lt. Col. Jeffery lies have fled since the U.S..,
Broadwater of Radcliff, Ky., the invasion in March 2003.
overall U.S. commander in

Road Closure Notice
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet plans to.
close Brinn Road in Calloway County at the intersection with the,
New Ky. 80 construction zone.
Brinn Road will be closed at 4 p.m. Sept. 26 and remain closed
overnight. It is expected to reopen to traffic at approximately
a.m. Sept. 27.
Motorists who regularly travel Brinn Road in the area'sheitiltr
make advance alternate travel plans.

,,a,
Dale Jones
N Memorial
Gospel Music Concert
Saturday, September 29, 2007•5 p.m.
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Two His Glory

The Pullen Family

Shelbyville, Tn
www.twohisglory.com

Wyatt, MO
www.thepullenfarnily.com

The Farmers

For Heaven's Sake

Symsonia, KY
www.thefarmers06.com

Murray. KY
www.fhsministries.com
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Drive-Thru Now Open 14 Hours
107 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY

Central Park
Amphitheater
rcadia Drive • Murray, KI

Sponsored by many

area businesses
as a community event.

1.)on't Miss It!

Concessions availablefor purchase
For more information, call 227-0611
„.
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Time's running
out for Gov.
FRANKFORT - Gov. Ernie Fletcher doesn't have much
time left Co turn around his re-election campaign to have a
chance at catching up to has front-running Democratic opponent. former Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear
the most recent polls have shown Fletcher trailing
Beshear by 17 percentage points, and just as ominously,
receiving tar less support within his own party than Fletcher
must have in order to win a second four-year term
That doesn't get any easier with the %WY public
announcement last week by former U.S.
Rep Larry Hopkins and former state Rep.
Steve Nunn. both respected Republicans.
that they're supporting Beshear. A few
more defections like that and the party's
over for Fletcher
So what must the governor do in the
coming weeks to rejuvenate what has
become a decidedly moribund campaign"'
lk first must cons ince Mr Kentucky
Republican. U.S. Senate Minority Leader
Agree Or
Mitch McConnell, that it is very much in
Not
McConneWs interest to rally to the Fletcher
By Todd Duvall cause That on•t be easy. since
McConnell is lacing A likely venous chalSyndicated
lenge to his own re-election next year.
Columnist
McConnell also must hit the speed dial
to all his sure-fire campaign contributors to raise the money
Fletcher'.;Siff ncreaTtil an intense" frwcha blitz in the final
weeks before the November 6 election, a media campaign
tar better than the feeble anti-casino ads so far.
And McConnell must put the word out to GOP leaders in
c%er) lkentuLk t'ounty to get to work to convince disheartened Republic an voters to go to the polls to support Fletcher
and the entire Republican ticket
Then I fetcher must enlist Kentucky's other Republican
I S Senator. Jim Bunning. to go to work on his behalf
with Northein Kentucky Republicans, many of whom have
been put oft by Fletcher's anti-gambling crusade Bunning. in
fact, ads ised Fletcher aides alter the primary to avoid the
casI110 issue, ads ice those aides ignored
And I letc her must make scnous peace with his own lieutenant go% color. Siese Pence, and his chief opponent in the
May GOP P11111.11). former U S Rep Anne Northup of
Louiss ille McConnell can help with the peace conference if
he hIMIN(.1, hut the making up has to conclude with a very
large allti %CIS public rally in Jefferson County with laudatory spceches by es cry one and cheenng crowds of Republicans
in the :state's largest metropolitan area and key to any fresher.
:Nth'nal election
Then a similar etton has to extend to the heavily Republican Fifth 'Congressional District. with U S Rep Hal Rogers
touring the distnct with Fletcher and urging the faithful to
go all out in November 'The same holds true in the conser%Anse First District in Western Kentucky
None of this strategy guarantees success. especially from a
campaign organs/anon that hitched its candidate's destiny to
the anti casino issue
In tact, a leading national comers MIS/ pundit, columnist
Robert Nos ak. has written 1.1etcher's re-election off as a
likely lost cause
to he successful, Ihe strategy requires a I-percentage
point hump each week for the next six weeks just to pull
esen with lieshear
It requires that Re shear or his own campaign make a
senous stumble something the former legislator, attorney
general and lieutenant governor isn't at all likely to do him
self or allow his 1. riliprIgn to do with an I X-point lead in
the polls
And it requires tens of thousands of schoolteachers. state
employees and their siaing families and mends to forget
about a bungled health insurance plan and a hinng scandal
that landed Pletcher in this re-election mess in the first
place
Is it going to happen' Probably not, hut miras k's somett mcs ski happen, especially in the worst of circ unistances
Macs why they're ailed miracles
Yawn'ise, along with the distinction of Acing the first
Republican gosernor elected in Kentucky in o years, Fletcher will fuse the dubious distinction of being the first Kentucks ,•‘.\ CrT11.1 lt, t uI ti he re-elected in more than a century
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THE POWER OF THE VETO
Outnumbered in Congress, President Bush
increasingly wields vetoes to block Democrats
WASHINGTON ToDA1

WASHINGTON IAP) —
President Bush, who didn't
veto a hill for nearly six
years, is now embracing the
power to constrain the
Democratic-controlled Congress even as his popularity
remains low.
The strategy has blocked
Congress from forcing troop
drawdowns in Iraq and given
Bosh substantial leverage on
children's health policies.
federal spending and other
issues
But some say it CallTleS
political risk. By thwarting
congressional effiwts to wind
down the war and redirect
spending to popular domestic
programs, Bush could help
Democrats portray Republicans as out of step with voters in the 2008 elections
-The president's stubbornness is like an anchor
around the Republican Pan).said Rep Al Wynn, D-Mcf
The White House says
Bush himself has issued 39
veto threats since Democrats
took over the House and
Senate in January. Top presidential aides have hinted at
possible vetoes of several
other bills.
Bush last week renewed
his pledge to s eto t'ongress'
proposed expansion of the
State Children's Health Insur
ance Program, set rii expire
Sept. 30. House and Senate
negotiators want to add S 15
billion over five years to the
program. That would insure
about 4 million more children from modest-income

By CHARLES BABINGTON
households.
Bush says the plan is too
costly and would cover families that can afford private
insorance. But some congressional Republicans tfisigree.
and we the veto threat as
obstinance that could threaten
their party.
"I'm very, very disappointed," said Sen. Gordon
Smith. R-Ore., who faces a
tough re-election fight next
year.

Dctnocrats see such veto
threats as a boon to their
2151n hopes.
Bush is trying to establish
that he's a fiscal conservative
after overseeing a sharp rise
in the deficit. said Sen. Dick
1)urbin. 1)-111
"I think he has picked the
wrong issues.- Durbin said
"If he wants to fight over
children's health insurance,
I'm sorry hut we're ready."
But Bush said lawmakers
"are putting health coverage
for poor children at risk so
they can score political
points in Washington." He
and his aides have threatened
%does on several other matters AS well, including House
representation for the District
of Columbia and subsidized
insurance against terrorist
acts
Bush also has threatened
to veto nine of the 12
appropriations bills that

would fund the government
for the fiscal year beginning
Oct. I.
Ovemdes of presidential
vetoes are seldom achieved.
They- require a two-thirds
majority vote in both chambers of Congress.
Bush first used his veto
power last summer, blocking
expanded federal research
using embryonic stem cells,
His May I veto of a spending bill that would have
required troop withdrawals
from Iraq established his
ability to block any substantial Democratic effort to
restructure the war.
Bush allies say his
embrace of the veto became
more a necessity than choice
after Democrats took over
Congress in the 2006 elections.
Democratic-led efforts to
change policies in Iraq and
elsewhere "are a direct result
of losing control of the Congress." said Sen. Lindsey
Graham. R-SC.. "and the
only tool available to the
president is to veto or
threaten to veto."
Republicans "have our
own base problems," added
Graham, referring to conservative voters' disenchantment
with Bush over large spending and deficit levels.
Republican Rep. Ray
LaHood of Illinois Alm) sees

partisan motives in the veto
strategy.
GOP leaders in Congress
and the administration, he
said, have decided "to put
the veto threat out there, primarily on spending bills.
We're trying to get our
brand name back, which is
'fiscal conservatives."
Some lawmakers liken the
veto showdowns to 1995,
when Democratic President
Bill Clinton and a GOP-controlled Congress reached an
impasse over spending. It led
to a partial government shutdown that angry voters
blamed mostly on Congress.
Leaders of both parties
say another shutdown is
extremely unlikely, and Congress and the administration
will somehow resolve their
spending differences.
But Republicans say Bush
will continue to wield veto
threats for policy and political reasons. and Clinton may
serve as a role model.
After huge electoral setbacks in 1994, Clinton used
his veto powers "to claw his
way back into relevance and
re-election," said Rep. Tom
Davis. R-Va. Bush will try
the same tactic, but the deep
unpopularity of the war may
prove too high a hurdle.
Davis said.
"The test is, will Bush be
as effective as Clinton. or is
he so badly handicapped
because of the war and other
limitations?" said Davis. a
well-regarded GOP strategist.
"We don't know.-
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Ahmadinejad in N.Y. for U.N. General Assembly

NEW YORK(AP)- Iranian
Carlos E. Williams, 91, Calloway Avenue, Murray, died today,
President
Mahmoud
,Monday, Sept. 24, 2007, at 5:15 a.m. at his home.
An Army veteran of World War 11, he was a mem- Ahmadinejad, facing protests
ber of Glendale Road Church of Christ. He worked in and tabloid headlines calling
him "evil" and a "madman,"
construction with the Sheet Metal Worker Union all
over the eastern and southern states. He retired from stirred debate today about free
the Tennessee Valley Authonty and was instnimental speech ahead of his appear:21r...
in making the original signs throughout the Land Between the at Columbia University.
Columbia President Lee
Lakes. He was also a member of Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and
Accepted Masons and of Murray Star Chapter 433 of Order of Bollinger has promised to grill
Ahmadinejad on subjects such
Eastern Star.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Mildred ,Hart Williams, as human rights, the Holocaust
four brothers, Eune E., Wilbur Wallace, Curtis and John L. and Iran's disputed nuclear proWilliams; half sister, Irene Smith; half brother, Gurvis Smith. Born gram. The Iranian leader previJune I, 1916, in Murray, he was the son of the late Thomas Madison ously has called the Holocaust
"a myth" and called for Israel to
Williams and Jetta Pearl Derrington Williams.
Survivors include two nieces, Mrs. Peggy Carraway and hus- be "wiped off the map."
Bollinger said this morning
band. Tommy, and Mrs. Bonnie Jones and husband, Dennis Lee, all
it was a question of free speech
of Murray.
A graveside services will be Tuesday at II a.m. at the Murray and academic freedom.
"It's extremely important to
City Cemetery. John Dale will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. but no know who the leaders are of
countries that are your advervisitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to WATCH.702 Main St., saries. To watch them to see
Murray, KY 42071 or Hospice, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, bow they think, to see how they
reason or do not reason. To see
803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
whether they're fanatical, or to
see whether they are sly," he
Richard lames Hardt
told ABC's "Good Morning
Richard James Hardt, 56, Beal Road, Hardin, died Saturday,
America."
Sept. 22, 2007, at 6:18 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in
Ahmadinejad is to speak and
a motorcycle-car accident on U.S. 68 West, Benton.
answer questions at a Columbia
He worked as a salesman at Sills Four Rivers Harley-Davidson
forum today, followed by a
Dealership in Paducah. He was born Aug. 16. 1951.
scheduled address to the U.N.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sally Sandberg, to whom he
General Assembly on Tuesday.
married Oct. 23, 1971; three sons, James Warren Hardt and wife,
The New York Daily News'
Melanie, Tucson, An.. Benjamin Hardt and wife, Shelly. Murray,
front page this morning read:
and Charles Richard Hardt and wife, Maritza, Miami, Fla.; five
"THE EVIL HAS LANDED."
grandchildren, Holly, Andy. Christopher, Daniel and Emily Hardt;
I The New York Post called
his parents, James and Jane Reeve Hardt, Naples. Fla.; two sisters.
Ahmadinejad the "Madman Iran
Mrs. Sheryl Hawks and husband, Michael, Ventura, Calif., and Mrs.
Prez" and a "guest of dishonor."
Marsha Herder and husband, Rick, Atlanta, Ga. Imes-Miller Funeral
Tensions are high between
Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Washington and Tehran over
U.S. accusations that Iran is
secretly trying to develop
nuclear weapons, as well as
helping Shiite militias in Iraq
that target U.S. troops-claims
Iran denies.
"Well, you have to appreciate
we don't need a nuclear bomb.
We don't need that. What need
do we have for a bomb?"
BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP) recommendations related to a Ahmadinejad said in a "60
- Virginia Tech has devised a situation that is still "laden with
system to prioritize, study and emotion."
adopt more than 200 recommen"We need to be able to
dations for changes in the wake breathe some passion into this
of the mass shootings on cam- process," he said.
pus in April, the university's
In response to a question
board of visitors was told about what can be done immediSunday.
ately, Virginia Tech President
Minnis Ridenour, a senior Charles Steger noted that offiLITTLE ROCK (AP) resource fellow and former cials have already taken a num- Fifty years after federal troops
executive vice president and ber of steps to make the campus escorted Terrence Roberts and
chief operating officer, showed safer with such things as door eight fellow black students into
board members color-coded locks and to better care for trou- an all-white high school, he says
charts that will cross-reference bled students.
the struggles over race and segrecommendations of a panel
After the board was told that regation still are unresolved.
appointed by Gov. Timothy M. 17,0(X) people have signed up
"This country has demonKaine to look into the killings for a new system to notify stu- strated over time that it is not
with those in the school's inter- dents and staff of emergencies prepared to operate as an intenal investigations.
by e-mail, text messages and grated society," said Roberts,
Also to be considered are rec- online instant messages. the who is a faculty member at
ommendations from federal mother of a student wounded in Antioch University's psycholostudies launched after a mental- Seung-Hui Cho's rampage gy program.
ly disturbed student killed 32 asked who would decide when
He and the other students
people, wounded two dozen and alerts were issued. Steger known as the Little Rock Nine
took his own life on April 16 in replied that he usually would do will help the city observe
the worst mass shooting in mod- so.
Central High School's 50th
ern U.S. history.
"You still have human error." anniversary this week with a
A policy group of many of Diane Stroll°. whose daughter series of events culminating
the university's top officials is Hilary was shot three times, said with a ceremony featuring formeeting several times a week to after the meeting.
mer President Bill Clinton.
set priorities on the recommenFor
Stroll° said she drove six
three
weeks
in
dations and distribute them to hours from her home in September 1957, Little Rock
committees for review, school Pittsburgh because she wanted was the focus of a showdown
spokesman Larry Hincker said.
to hear firsthand what university over integration as Gov. Orval
Ridenour said the group will officials were doing to increase Faubus blocked nine black stuact within a month or two to security. Her daughter has dents from enrolling at a high
implement items with the high- returned to school.
school with about 2,000 white
est priority, and will give the
Steger said the recommenda- students. Although the U.S.
board quarterly reports on its tions for change must be consid- Supreme Court had declared
progress on all of the items. The ered in conjunction with recent segregated classrooms unconstifirst will be in November.
budget constraints imposed by tutional in 1954- and the Little
Member James R. Smith of the state and with the school's Rock School Board had voted to
Roanoke pointed out that the six-year strategic plan.
integrate - Faubus said he
feared violence if the races
mixed in a public school.
The showdown soon became
a test for then-President Dwight
D. Eisenhower, who sent members of the Army's 101st
Airborne Division in to control
WAYNESVILLE, N.0 (AP)
-There's eight children up
- Rescue teams headed into the there, so we want to make sure the angry crowds. It was the first
mountains of North Carolina on everyone's OK. There's a possi- time in 80 years that federal
Monday in search of eight Boy bility they could be hurt." she troops had been sent to a former
state of the Confederacy.
Scouts and their leaders who said.
Yet. half a century later, there
failed to return from a weekend
Sharp said the Scouts and the
camping trip,
three adults with them left an are signs of progress and strife
Some of the troop members itinerary for the trip, but checks in Arkansas' largest school dishad cell phones, but the cell of the hiking route had so far trict, which is now 70 percent
black.
phone service in the area is spot- turned up nothing.
A federal judge ruled this
ty, Lisa Logan. the mother of
Firefighters and search and
year that the 27,000-student disone missing Scout. said she sus- rescue crew members were
pected the group got off sched- checking a five-square-mile trict was unitary, or substantially
ule and decided to camp for one area near Black Balsam Knob in integrated, and ordered the end
more night
southern Haywood County. of federal desegregation monitoring. The school now has a
The search is a precaution, Sharp said. She said a fresh
nearby museum for the Little
said Charity Sharp. spokes- search team of 15 to 30 people
woman for the Cruso Fire with tracking dogs went out Rock crisis, and statues of the
nine brave students stand on the
Department
After dawn
grounds of the state Capitol,

Va. Tech develops new
system to study, analyze
change after shootings
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Paulette Press, left, Columbia University graduate Manam Shoer and an unidentified woman,
are part of a small group of protesters gathered outside the university Sunday to protest plans
for Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejab to speak on campus today.
Minutes" interview that aired
Sunday, taped earlier in Iran. "In
political relations right now, the
nuclear bomb is of no use. If it
was useful it would have prevented the downfall of the
Soviet Union."
He also said that: "It's wrong
to think that Iran and the U.S.
are walking toward war. Who
says so? Why should we go to
war? There is no War it the offing."
Before
leaving
Iran,
Ahmadinejad said the American
people have been denied "correct information." and his visit
will give them a chance to hear
a different voice, the official
IRNA news agency reported.

Ahmadinejad has appealed to
the American people before, distinguishing between the population and their government.
Recently, he told a television
show that Iran wants peace and
friendship with America. Since
coming to power in 2005,
Ahmadinejad also has sent letters to the American people criticizing President Bush's policies
in the Middle East.
Washington has said it is
addressing the Iran situation
diplomatically, rather than militarily. but U.S. officials also say
that all options are open. The
commander of the U.S. military
forces in the Middle East said he
did not believe tensions will

lead to war.
"This constant drum beat of
conflict is what strikes me.
which is not helpful and not useful," Adm. William Fallon, head
of U.S. Central Command, told
Al-Jazeera television, which
made a partial transcript available Sunday.
Ahmadinejad's scheduled
address to the U.N. General
Assembly _on. Tuesday will be
his third time attending the New
York meeting in three years.
His request to lay a wreath at
ground zero was denied by city
officials and condemned by
politicians who said a visit to the
site of the 2001 terror attacks
would violate sacred ground.

Legacy of segregation battle still
looms in Little Rock after 50 years

Search underway for missing
Boy Scouts in N.C. mountains
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Gloria Ray Karlmark, left, one of the Little Rock Nine black students who integrated Little Rock
Central High School in 1957, answers questions at a news conference in Little Rock Sunday.
But race still divides the
school board, which has a black
majority.
In 1957, Roberts, Carlotta
Walls LaNier. Melba Patillo
Beals, Elizabeth Eckford, Ernest
Green, Gloria Ray Karlmark,
Jefferson Thomas, Minnijean
Brown Trickey. and Thelma
Mothershed Wair were determined to get a good education.
"I really didn't understand at
14 we were helping change the
educational landscape here in
America," LaNier recalls. "All
we wanted to do is go to
school."
When
Faubus
pulled
Arkansas National Guard members from blocking nine students
from entering the school, an
inflamed crowd gathered to
keep the black students out,
Reiman Morn, an Associated
Press reporter standing outside
the school at the time, described
the chaos as a -human explosion" when the nine students
were slipped inside clunng
melee. Eisenhower was shocked
at the outbreak of violence.
"Cruel mob force had frus

i
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trated the execution of an order
of a United States court, and the
governor of the state was sitting
by, refusing to lift a finger to
support the local authorities,"

Eisenhower wrote, according to
David A. Nichols, author of "A
Matter of Justice: Eisenhower
and the Beginning of the Civil
Rights Revolution."
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Lalisset theOaks
the Ladies ul the Oaks
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9 tit
lbC Club with Laura Parker and
Mar) A. Garner as hostesses
All members .are encouraged to attend
Mary Alice Smith. hostess,.
has announced the winners of
golf play on Sept 19 as folio%•
Jo Ann Auer. Judy Del.app.
Kitty Steele and Broncla Parker, first place.
Patsy
Nancy
Rogers.
Winnlall. Shirley Jenstrom and
Kay Guption. second place,
Carolyn Greenfield. Melsa
Hatcher. Mary Alice Smith and
Betts Hassell. thud place

Thrill
7
/
11/1011/1('CM(7)1

Ethan Edward
Paradise

KenlakeladiesColf

Outland and Purdom winner of
Kenlake Ladies Golf Tournament
Kenlake Ladies Golf League
Kenlake State Resort Park
held its IllS arum) golf tournailent on Sept 19 at the
Hamrick Monona Golf Course
at the park.
Sue Outland and Betty Jo
Purdom won first place in
the first flight to become the
V.Inner.
Placing second in the first
flight were Mary Madamick
aid Gloria Thies and placing
third were Linda Burgess and
Vi Seserns
Second flight winners Sandra 1 y le s and Jeanne Van. first
place. Martha Lewis and Connie McManus. second place;
and Ann Tyne. and Donna
tucker, third place
In the third flight winners
were Barbara Webster and
Invinia Perry. first place. Joanne
Welsh and Janet Hamm. second place. and Ina Horton and
Pat "(semi. third place

hostoplier Edward Paradise
.11i.1 tillialltha Alexis Phelan id
Stara% ale the. patents ul J
1-thair Vilwarct Paradise.
1 ii on Surn14. 'Sept
tr. at
I i9 a in at Aluiras -Calloway
( tints Hospital
•-•lIw baby weighed pounds..
lain.. Day Golf at the MUT;
es .ofool thedoourcti 211
fal. (*minas Club will he played
I :in tics
on Wednesday at 9 30 ant
.01,111.0eills are Geotge
Pairings will be made at
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Lodge 827 will meet tonight
Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 will meet tonight al
6:30 at Harmon Hall at the Area Service Center. 330 C.C.
Lowry Dr All members are encouraged to attend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447.
2004.
Photo ',roomed
Sue Outland, left, and Betty Jo Purdom were winners of the
Kenlake Ladies Golf League Invitational golf tournament at
Kenlake State Resort Park
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moviesinmurray.com

Shoals State Historical Site in
Elizahethton
the GERA has members in
most of the 50 states and in
Ireland.
• For additional information
about the meeting or joining
the GFRA. SIO yearly includes
newsletters, write to Bob
Edwards. vice president. 4494
Sweet water Rd. kobbmsville.
NC. 28771. 1-828479-6596. email- che(oahlUr dnernet. or call
Margaret Garland limbs. Johnson City. at 1-423-926-5010,
or Martha Nan Meredith at 1423.282-2012

N.

Good Luck Chuck
R- 7:35 - 9:45
Mr. Woodcock
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:10
3:10 lb Yuma
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TOPS Group will meet
TOPS
Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. 1 I 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey
at 227-5874.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles ISOSI will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

MHS Tiger Backboard Club to meet
Murray High School Tiger Backboard Club will meet Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the school cafeteria. All parents of girls and
boys playing basketball are asked to attend. For information
contact Coaches Field or Turner.

AARP Chapter to meet Tuesday
Kentucky Lake/Murray Chapter of AARP will meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. at Pagliar's on Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. Cryital Williams cif the State Health Insurance Program will he
speaking about "Medicare Health Programs and Programs Available Throughout the State." All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

'Gifts from the Heart' classes Tuesday
"Gifts from the Heart- classes will be taught Tuesday from
noon to 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Extension office. To
pre-register call the extension office at 753-1452.

Alzheimer's group will meet Tuesday
Altheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale.
licensed social worker, at 762-1108.

Breast Cancer Group to meet Tuesday
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30
p.ni in the classroom of Center for Health & Wellness. For
more information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well as blood pressure and
pulse checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Food Giant. Murray; on Tuesday from 9 to 11:30 A.M. and 12:30 to 3 p.ni.
at Cadiz Baptist Church. Cadiz: on Wednesday frqm 9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Hamlin One Stop. Hamlin: on
Thursday from 8:30 to 11.30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church. Murray. For information call 7621348.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS. 0616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. II North Fifth St., Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625.

Adult Great Books group will meet

'The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet tonight
At 7 in the meeting room of the C'alloway County Public
Library. Gary Thomell will be the leader for the discussion of
the short story. "Which New Era Would That Be- by Nadine
Gardiner All persons who have read the selection are invited
to take part in the discussion.
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Hazel Lions Club will be
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Come check out our brand new center
and meet our staff!
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Calloway County High School Backboard Club will meet
tonight at 6 30 in the media center of the school All mealher, and intcre,ded panics are urged i attend

Preschool has openings

Register to win a FREE week of tuition
(worth S100) while you re there

Underdog
Dragon Wars

. The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9
- -prn; it- the building at- 332 Squire Rd.. Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local. national and international
charities. For more information call 293-706.1.

selling light bulbs
OPEN HOUSE
and fit-corns from 5:30 p.m. to dark today and again on Thursin Murray and. Hazel. For information call Hughes Ben•
•it4 day
nett at 498-8324
September 27th
Joe Thompson at 492-8424
4•
5:30-7:00 p.m.
CCHS Backboard Club to meet

Resident Evil: Madam
R- 7.15 - 9:25
Halloween

P613 - 8:15 - 9:56

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that their
he a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Hazel Lions Club plans promotion
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MOTTO Art Guild's 2007
1 c.thacti Arts 1-.01bition is now
being shown in the Lommunit) room of the Miller Annex,
old post office building at Maple

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT & SUN ONLY
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Hotel
Cloudland
Saturday programs will
include the regular Afternoon
hoard meeting Robert Nave and
Harold Burleson will he available lot questions on local history and genealogy The Satewning dinner and program will he l's James 11 Ciarland and Chad Bogart using
then homemade musical gourds
to entertain
with their old
time music Garland is a 5th
generation musician from Efirabethtion
Bogart. Garland
descendant. is historian and
tilt umal re-enactor at Scyamore

Artist Exhibition on display
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All relatives are asked to
come to meet your cousins and
exchange genealogical triton
motion and the emir. seeing
Iiilerrslitly places in the
its
Friday afterninin program
will he ion Genealogy and DNA
t'
Dir
1.10sd Bailey from
I hnham. N C . and Charles
Buchanan from Bakers'. tile.
N C Irtd.ms evening program
will he by Mildred Kozsuch.
historian, on the -History of
Roan Mountain. Tenn and the

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Bingo planned Tuesday

A four-person scramble was_ __ Lrank. hest place:
played on Sept 19 with Norma
Sheila Henry. Judy MuefileaFrank AS hostess,
man, lnus On and Marilyn
Winners were its follows.
Adkins. second place.
Freda Steely. Patsy Green.
Peggy Shoemaker and Norma

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — This
tall. Keela Bans of Almo.
Ky.. enrolled as a new student at Lipscomb University.
Evans, a graduate of Calloway County High School. will
-be_ among 698 rink students
and transfers, making fall 2007
a record-setting year for Lipscothb with more than 2.700
-students.
Evans. whose major is Interdtsciplinary Education. will join
as lapscomb's landmark building. the A.M. Burton Building. is renovated to house MidPhOlo iffovule1
dle Tennessee's first college of
TEACHERS SPEAK: Fifth grade teachers, from left, Janay McKee, Sue Davenport and Kim
pharmac). and to provide new
Davenport spoke with parents about what their children will be learning this year and ways to radicles for the music department
help students be successful as part of Curriculum Night at East Elementary School

,‘ oN. (

MES Council will meet

Murray Elementary School Based DeeiBy Jo Burkeen
sion Making Council will meet Tuesday at
Community
3:30 p.m. in the guidance office.
Editor

Local student
enrolls at
Lipscomb

lo

Veterans and their families will be gives
free counseling and assistance in filing claims
for state and federal benefits Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard
Armory at Murray.
Ron McClure, regional field represents,
tive of Kentucky Department of Veterans
Affairs, will give the assistance. Walk-ins
will be as time permits.
For information call 1-S77-812-0840.
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Veterans and their families will NI
given free assistance Wednesday
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(270) 761-6811
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Evening Cafe Preschool anti Primary Program ha., openings
for children. ages 2 through to o,ears it, attend pan time, full
time or irregular. Monday through Thursday from 4 to 4 30
p m It is open to the local community children with or with.
out disabilities FO1 information contact the director at WS
3894 or e-mail conme scarboroughtemurrav slate edu

4.
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COMMUNITY
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Scarborough-Scarbrough South Marshall Class of 1967 holds reunion
High School
family reunion scheduled ClassSouthof Marshall
1967 held its 40-year
reunion on Sept. 15, at PonFriday and Saturday
derosa in Draffenville.
Present were 55 people
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DOVER, Tenn. — The 29th continue until 6 p.m. before
ivutual Scarborough-Scarbrough adjourning to Cindy's Catfish
family reunion of the descen- Kitchen for dinner.
dants of James and Mary
Saturday's session will begin
Andrews
Scarborough
of at 9 a.m. in the Stewart CounBrunswick County, Va., and ty Library Conference Room
Montgomery County, North with a business session, silent
Carolina, and their sons, John auction, discussion on family
William. James Junior, David genealogy, photo session and
and Alexander will be held on visitation.
Friday and Saturday at the StewLunch at a local restaurant
art County Library, Dover.
will begin at noon followed
Family members from Stew- by an afternoon session devotart, Houston, Henry and Ben- ed to genealogy work and furton County, Tenn., Southern ther visitation.
Kentucky, and elsewhere who
Everyone is asked to bring
are descendants of the Scar- family pictures and any famiborough family that migrated ly history that you might like
to Stewart County in 1803 to share with other family memfrom Brunswick County, Va.. bers.
are invited to attend.
For more information conRegistration will begin at 4 tact Tom Boyd at 1-618-233p.m. Friday in the Library Con- 6348.
ference Room. Visitation will

which included 33 members
of the class.
Randy Wood acted as master of ceremonies with various memories being shared
through: "Can You Imagine
That?", "Would You Ever
Believe?", and interesting facts
about the class.
In addition various awards
were given. A list of 16 students and several teachers who
have died were memorialized.
Plans were made to have
another reunion in five years.
Class member attending
were the following:
Paul Darnell, Ronnie Anderson, David Mullinax, Pete Howell, Tony Whybark, Gary
Atkins, Howard Scarbrough,
Gary Boyle, Dennis Riley,
Barry Shemwell,
Deborah Baith Vaughn,
Linda Myers Clark, Ronnie

Photo provided

Pictured are the members of the 1947 graduating class of South Marshall High School who
attended the 40-year reunion held at Ponderosa in Draffenville.
Ford, Esther Usrey Ford, Randy
Wood, Judy Morns Taylor,
Lanny Fisk, Diane Johnson
Brasher, Carolyn Henson Holland, David Gay, Sheila Lovett

Clark. R.C. Clark. Ricky Cunningham, Phyllis Burd Dunn
Carolyn York Cope, Phyllis
Park Wood, Kathy Dowdy Reid,
Judy Nelson Cope, Sandra

Lovett Cope, Linda Wyatt
Griffy, Diana Belew Underhill,
Linda Derrington Tinsley and
Bonita Edwards.

Senior superlative of Murray High
class of 2007 now attending Yale
BY SHERRY PURDOM
Murray independent Schools
Wesley Bolin, the 2007
"Most Likely to Succeed." senior superlative, indicated he
Was not concerned about the
caliber of classmates he would
encounter in his new college
atmosphere. Instead, the 2007
Student Council president and
class secretary said he is more
concerned about the I7-hour
distance from Murray to New
Haven, Conn., where he started college this fall at Yale.
One of the 125 students
accepted in Yale's yearly Directed Studies Program, Bolin is
enrolled in a selective freshman program. An interdisciplinary, study of Western civilization using central texts of
the Western tradition, the
Directed Studies Program is a
three year long curriculum
offering courses in literature,
philosophy, historical and polit• .„ „
ical thought.
, The fall term introduces students to the principal works
of classical antiquity and to
the Judeo-Christian tradition,
while the fall term concludes
with the middle Ages. The
spring term begins with the
Renaissance and ends with the
tWentieth century.
Each course meets weekly
for one lecture and two seminars; seminars have 18 students and one faculty member. The regular lectures and
seminars are complemented by
a series of colloquia. Distinguished faculty members are
invited to speak on major issues
arising from the work in the
program, on related disciplines
not included in the program.
and on the relationship between
Western civilization and the
non-Western world. Colloquium
topics in recent years have
ittcluded poetry and translation, the origin of consciousness in Greek art, Christians,
Muslims, and Jews in medieval
Spain, and Western views of
China.
Directed Studies fulfills the
following distributional requirements: two course credits in
the humanities and arts, two
course credits in the social sciences, and two course credits
in writing. The program serves
as a strong foundation for all
majors in Yale College, including those in the sciences.
A 2007 National Merit t'ommended student who graduated in the top 10 percent of
his class, Bolin joins students
from all 50 states and over 70
countries.
Bolin said Yale was one of
several places he applied.
"However, after being accepted. I learned more and more
about the university that
appealed to me.- he said. "Yale
has a strong commitment to
undergraduate education that
some of the other Northeastern schools lack."
Teresa Speed, MHS pnncipal, said she will enjoy watching Bolin's career blossom and
develop in college. "Wes is
exemplary of the higher educational opportunities that are
available to the MISD graduates. He will attain the goals
he has set for himself because
her determination to exceed,"
she said. "I am truly proud to
he a part of his MHS life that
has offered him the three R's.

Wesley Bolin
relationships, rigor and relevance, that will help him obtain
these goals."
A 2006 Centre College Kentucky Governor's Scholar recipiciat. Rolla ..said after DR/Yin
with his faMily to Murray in
1996, his already evident love
for reading was expanded even
further.
"As I was going into the
second grade, my passion definitely grew during my two
years at Murray Elementary
School in Mrs. Rexroat's class,"
he said. -The school implemented the Accelerated Reader program in third grade. which
added competition to something 1 already enjoyed. 1 ended
up reading a lot of books that
year, and on through middle
school, that normally I wouldn't have read. My teachers
encouraged my reading, though
I'm sure many of them can
remember calling me Out for
reading in class at inappropriate times. "
Laurie Edminster, MHS English teacher. said Bolin raised
the bar inside the classroom.
"His love of literature and history are inspiring, and his
breadth and depth of knowledge are amazing," she said.
"I thoroughly enjoyed reading
each essay he composed for
my class. I know that he will
be successful at whatever he
attempts."
Bohn also credits his parems. Duane and Evelyn, with
his love of literature.
-They read the classics to
me early on.- he explained.
Lisa Polivick. Bolin's former academic team coach, was
impressed with Bolin's literary
knowledge during meets. "Wesley possesses an amazing base
of knowledge his intellectual
interests set him apart from
his peers.- she said. "When I
coached him on the Academic Team. I was so impressed
with his ability to answer historical and literary questions.
He has acquired this knowledge through independent reading as well as his formal education."
Polivick said during Bolin's
senior year, he read approximately 224 books.
"I remember that
he
answered one obscure literary
Thornton
question
about
Wilder's play 'The Skin of
Our Teeth,' on the quick recall
team because he had bought
the book for a quarter at Angel's
Attic a few days prior to the
team meet. I don't know many
17-year-old males who are
spending their Saturday's pur-

chasing great literary works."
Jason Shelby, also an MHS
academic team coach, said
while Bolin served as the academic team captain his senior
year he handled the job with
the quickness required to "think
on your feet and to make quick.
accurate judgment calls."
-Wes handled the responsibility with grace and ease and
was one of the best captains
I've coached. I've never met
such a voracious reader, particularly over such a wide variety of subjects," he said. -That
combined with a natural propensity for trivia made him an
ideal candidate for Academic
Team where he was one of
my most valued players for
Photo provided
four years," he said. "A cap- HUDSEPTH HONORED: Woodmen of World Lodge 728 honored David Hudspeth, third from
tain has to know when to trust left, as "Homeland Hero" on Sept. 11. Now assistant chief of Murray Fire
Department and
his teammates and when to director of Main Street
Youth Center, he was a former WOW field representative for eight
trust himself. "
years. Pictured, from left Carrie Groves, assistant at center, Dot Bazzell. lodge member, and
Shelby, who assists with the
Jackson, Wally Miller, Lavonia Rowland. Dot McNabb and luta Hutson. lodge memRachel
MHS band, said Bolin's leadership abilities didn't end inside bers.
the classroom. "Wes could
always find a way to balance
fun with hard work, a talent
that will serve him well at
Yale and beyond."
A four-year MHS saxophone
quartet member who was also
a member of the marching.
concert, and jazz bands, Bolin
was instrumental in inspiring
middle school musicians to pursue the MHS band.
Dr Tom cam,
IS Dawn Decter
Jamce
I S ocalt Cook
"On the band field Wes was
Costaber. ARNP
Dr. Jason Hunt
ARNP
also a leader, and a great one.
He made recruitment his special mission, spending years
encouraging middle school saxophones so that his senior year
he would have a large, talented section,- he said. "His quirkiness was never far below the
surface as evidenced by the
frequent jam sessions based on
'Louie. Louie' that he instigated."
Bolin isn't sure he will continue his musical interests while
at Yale. "I'm not sure yet if
I'll be doing anything musical
while at Yale, but there are
lots of opportunities if I do
decide to get involved," he
said. "I've considered joining
the Yale Precision Marching
Band, but I don't want to commit to too much too early."
Bolin said he plans to attend
graduate school after receiving
his bachelor's degree. "But as
fiebasa team,
(
Experience is vital in
for where and what I'll be
studying, I really don't have
Dr. Burnett studied medicine at the
medicine, and so is access to a team
any idea at this point. I do
University of Kentucky and served
of fellow professionals. Dr. Burnett
know that I want to come back
her residency at Thomas Jefferson
knows that her patients will have
to Kentucky"

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THELEDGERS TIMES CALL 153-1916

7fiis is
Dr.qden
Burnett

She has over
22oyears(2f
ocyerience
Andfier

S

University hospital. She has

Health Coverage
Made Easy.

practiced In west Kentucky since
2001 and has long experience in our
community. She is Hoard Certified
In obstetrics and gynecology. Even

two doctors standing by, with a third
physician who can be there almost
as quickly as you can make a pot of
«Wee. That's true 24 hours a day,
every day of every year.

so, she knows she can rely on more
InelssclualS

wittiout Group Coirerar

than 220 years of r ombined

independent Contractors
Dependents and Students
COBRA/ Alternattve

experience from her colleagues at
Murray Woman's Clinic.

fin medicine, as in life, there is no
substitute for experience. When life
is on the line, there is nothing better
than a reliable team.

Set-imployed
Srnaii Businesses

www.mumywomansclinic.com
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_lb Convenient location with easy parking
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Accepting New Patients ...Always!
1000 SOUTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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ave Kragthorpe, Cardinals hit rock bottom?
RONG SO FAST

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Inexplicable defensive collapses. Confounding penalties. Louisville coach Steve Kragthorpe
has seen it before — while playing as a
kid in junior high.
Kragthorpe, however, didn't expect to
see the same things during his first season in
Big East. with a team that

began the year with national title aspirations.
Yet after consecutive losses — including an embarrassing 38-35 debacle against
Syracuse on Saturday — dropped the Cardinals from the top 10 to out of the polls
in all of two weeks, Kragthorpe finds
himself searching for answers on how it

went so wrong so fast.
"I'm as upset as anybody could ever
be because I'm responsible for this operation," Kragthorpe said. "We're going to
continue to work hard and find a way to
put us in a position where we can be

MORRY GASH

CHICAGO STICKS
WITH
GVN-SLINGING QB
DESPITE LOSSES
By JIM LITKE
AF', Sports Wnter
CHICAGO (AP) — Anthony - Henry tied for second on
the Bears' receivers list and
had the only touchdown.
:Unfortunately, he plays cornetback for the Cowboys.
*o stop me if you've heard
this before:
''Rex Grossman is our guartediack." Chicago coach Lovie
Srdith said after Dallas mugged
the Bears 34-10 Sunday night.
tousy quarterbacks are a
giVen with the Bears, who have
endured nearly 60 years of
frustration since Sid Luckman
left town. But even that doesn't completely explain the
coaching staff's loyalty to the
undersized passer with the
unierwhelming arm and the
mobility of a skyscraper.
lt was one thing when Smith
snick with Grossman last season, when the Bears covered
for their erratic passer with a
stidgy. opportunistic defense.
tiniely touchdowns from kietreeimer Devin Hester and went
to Ihe Super Bowl. But they're
I-2 in this campaign and falling
fa)iter than one of Grossman's
floaters.
If the loss of four Pro Bowl
players — three on defense—
by:the end of the Dallas game
didn't instill a sense of urgency.
well, there's Cowboys quarterback Tony Romo to remind
them of what they're missing.
Grossman attempted 32 passes ind completed 15, not countinit the two picked off by
Henry and a third by safety
Rci
Williams. Afterward.
GrOssman said most of the
same things he's said each time
his: quarterback rating — 27.5
on:this night — fails to exceed
the dinner tab for a family of
foe, at one of Soldier Field's
coiression stands: He needs to
sic" trying to make hero plays.
.7•Their defensive comer
hugged up on the outside receiver and I thought I could get
a Comer (throw) in behind his
heard." he glumly acknowledged. "It kind of floated short:Other than his coaches and
teammates, it's hard to imagine anyone believes Grossman
is Capable of changing. He's cer(add,- not going to get taller
—:the Bears' media guide genenlaisly lists him at 6-foot-1,
still too short to see over onrushing linemen — and he'll never
he quick-footed enough to buy
time in the pocket. The start
•see GROSSMAN,28

NAM HUH i AP

ago quarterback Rex
Gifissman has struggled
thipugh three games this
cebson. but still has the
citpodof the Bears coachin staff as the one guy to
iegi Chicago back to the
Super Bowl

AP

Brett Fevre reacts after
throwing a touchdown pass
to Greg Jennings during the
second half against the
Chargers Sunday in Green
Bay. The touchdown pass
tied Dan Marino's all-time
NFL record for career TO
passes at 420 and rallied
the Packers past San Diego
on their way to a 31-24 victory.

FAVRE STILL
CAN MAKE THE
BIG PLAYS FOR
PACKERS
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger &Times

Andrea Downer won her first collegiate title over the weekend at the Sea Trail Intercollegiate Tournament with
a three-round total of 215. The Lady Racers as a team finished second in North Carolina.

MSU's DOWNER WINS FIRST COLLEGIATE TITLE
By MSU Sports Information
Downer's previous best finish was a
The MSU men's team rallied to finThe Murray State golf teams had a fourth-place showing last fall at Arkansas ish second to Elon with back to back
successful weekend at the Sea Trail State. She now has six top-10 finishes scores of 279 to go along with their
first round 288 for a total score of
Intercollegiate with an individual cham- in her MSU career.
As a team. the Racers moved up 846. Elon's total score was 828. Bethunepionship for Andrea Downer and an
eighth-place finish for Nick Newcomb. one spot in the final round to fourth Cookman finished third at 855, while
The MSU team finishes were high as of 14 teams with a total score of 918 William & Mary finished fourth with
well with a second-place finish for the on rounds of 311-308-299. The host team, a score of 856.
Nick Newcomb was the Racers' best
MSU women's team and a fourth-place Elon University. won their own event
showing for the men's squad. The event with a score of 904 in a scorecard finisher in eighth with scores of 75was played at the Sea Trail Resort in playoff over Bethune-Cookman. Xavier 68-67=210, while Mitchell Moore placed
finished third at 907.
13th with scores of 70-73-69=212. Jerry
Sunset Beach, N.C.
MSU's Alexandra Hintereger finished Price had a 16th-place finish with rounds
Andrea Downer arrived at Murray
I I th after scores of 76-77-77=230, while of 69-72-72=213, while Jared Wolfe
State a year ago from Surrey, England, Bethany Yates
rallied to finish 16th placed 37th with scores of 75-71-71=218.
and quickly established herself as the after scores of 81-79-72=232. Caroline Cameron Carrico
had rounds of 74-68Racers' No. 1 player. She won the Sea Lagerborg's scores of 80-81-80=241 76=218 to also finish
37th.
Trail event with rounds of 74-71-7215 landed her in 40th place, with Ashley
The MSU men host the MSU Inviand finished one-under par. Downer Yates finishing 49th with scores of 81- tational Oct.
I at the home of Racer
won her first collegiate championship 81-84=246.
golf, Miller Memorial. The Racer
by playing the last 36 holes at threeKaysin Hutching played as an indi- women's team will be in action again
under and was the only competitor in vidual and finished 71st with scores of Oct. 8 at the Arkansas State Lady Indithe field of 78 that finished under par. 86-88-94=268.
an Classic in Jonesboro.

Racers rally in second half for win
MSU SCORES THREE IN 13 MINUTES
FOR 3-2 WIN AT FLORIDA GULF COAST
By MSU Sports Information
Soccer is played over a period of 90 minutes, but sometimes a match can be decided in a short span of time, like
it did for the Murray State women's team Sunday in Naples.
Oa. at Flonda Gulf Coast University.
With the Racers trailing 2-0 in the second half, MSU
scored three times in 13 minutes to win the match 3-2 and
sweep their two-game trip to the Sunshine State after beating Florida International Friday night 2-1.
The game was scoreless until FGCU's Caytlan MacKenzie scored to give the Eagles a 1-0 lead at the half. FGCU
made it 2-0 in the 56th minute. setting the stage for the
Racers' explosion.
In the 74th minute, MSU's Renata Figueira scored on a
penalty kick after she was fouled at the top of box to
make it a 2-1 Eagles lead. The penalty and subsequent goal
by Figueria turned the momentum in the Racers' favor.
Two minutes later. at 77:05, MSU tied the game on a
goal by Kalil McCoy. She was assisted by Lacey Latimer.
Finally in the 88th minute, the Racers got the go-ahead
goal from Melisa Curry, who took a shot that nicked the
crass bar and went in.
Tara Isbell notched the victory in goal for the Racers
Murray State is now 5-4. while FGCU drops to 4-3.
The match was moved to North Collier Regional Park
after heavy rains made the Eagles home field too wet to
play on.
MSU junior Melisa Curry scored the game winner in
Murray State now has plenty of momentum heading into
88th minute for the Racers at Florida Gulf Coast
their Ohio Valley Conference opener Friday at Jacksonville the
University.
State. MSU has won four of their last five

By The Associated Press
Brett Favre was thinking
about only one thing. It wasn't a record. .__
Well, actually, it was: Green r
Bay's perfect mark this sea- •
son. The Packers moved to 30 Sunday with a 31-24 comeback victory over the San Diego •
Chargers in which their star
quarterback threw touchdown
pass No. 420 to tie Dan Marino's NFL record.
"I could care less about the
record," Favre said after his
third TD throw, a short pass
Greg Jennings took 57 yards
for the winning points. "Everyone's over there celebrating.
cheering and congratulating me
and I said 'Look, this will
mean nothing if we don't win
this game."
So they won it. Favre was
28-of-35 for 369 yards on the
way to his 38th career fourthquarter comeback. A series earlier, the Packers had a first
down on the Chargers' 1 and
couldn't score.
But they got another chance
and made good on it.
"I think this team is capable of some great things, we've
seen that up to this point, but
it's hard to maintain this level
of play and the right attitude,"
he said. "That's what we have
to be focused on."
In other NFL games Sunday, it was: Philadelphia 56,
Detroit 21: Dallas 34, Chicago 10; New England 38, Buffalo 7; Seattle 24, Cincinnati
21; Oakland 26, Cleveland 24;
Jacksonville 23, Denver 14;
Pittsburgh 37, San Francisco
16; Indianapolis 30, Houston 24;
New York Giants 24, Washington 17: New York Jets 31,
Miami 28; Baltimore 26. Arizona 23; Carolina 27. Atlanta
20; Kansas City 13, Minnesota 10; and Tampa Bay 24, St.
Louis 3.
On Monday night, Tennessee
visits New Orleans.
While the Packers celebrated Favre's achievement and
their own fast start, the Chargers fell to 1-2. They went 142 a year ago.
LaDainian Tomlinson rushed
for just 62 yards. but Antonio
Gates finished with 11 catches for 113 yards. Both of them
and quarterback Philip Rivers
got into an animated discussion on the sideline in the third
quarter that they dismissed as
competitive talk.
"This isn't where we expected to be. We expected to be
3-0 right now," linebacker
Shawne Merriman said.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Jim White had a hole in one at Caks Country
Club on hole No 15 Witnesses were Jerry
Suite( Mickey Morton and Jerry Parker

Purdom Lovett had a hole-in-one on No 6 (162
yards) using a 5-wood back on April 28th
Jimmy Lamb and Jerry Hopkins were witnesses

Ladies 4-ball, Seniors' Couple produce winners
Staff Report
I he flies 4 ball g,,It Iambic at Sul.inPar
resulted in the following
st,ires !he first plate team won with a
it c and was made up of Judy
Skinner. Gloria Thies and Ann Fyne. "The
4e1.omi plate team hati aK1ae
and
..onsisted id Evelyn Ellis in. Loretta Ear1 outs, P.1443 and Wanda !
,.11111:1 The

third-place term also scored 54 and was
made up ol Daisy Durham. Freda Elkins
and Loretta Mann Mann had a chip-in
on hole 16 and Durham on hole 17.
Priscilla Holt and Loretta Earles were
closest to the pins on holes No 2 and
No 12. respectively.
The Seniors Couple 1-Ball Scramble
resulted in the following scores: The first-

place team turned in a score of 46 and
consisted of Wes and Priscilla Holt and
Jerrell and Jamie Mullins Mullins had a
chip-in on hole No. 10. The second-place
team had a score of 46 anti consisted of
Dave and Judy Skinner and Jerry and
Gayle Weaver. Don and Linda Demrow,
Bobbi and Freda Elkins and Judy Muhlman
and Carice Salors took third place with
a score of 49.

KENTUCKY FOOTBALL

•Cardinals

UK rallies for win after Arkansas mistakes
1\11 1 11‘111
\rk \l',
trevant I indica picked atts the
'Si. hal I .0 iii an U. ants
the end lone. pulling Ken,
uctiv within ss% point. at halfpink:

: Just like that the Niltk at.'
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menses
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:Keenan Burton said ‘.1
aey's itaithtlinan iai r tumble
return -1.1e knew as had as
we played in the III'I hall. we
had an opptirt unity to iOniC
out anti put some piunts on
the hoard "
HtIrlt.11 anti the %It'll& Ms did
rust that -In the second, half
Saturday night. scoring on their
tits( posscssitiel of the third guar
ter. then Adding three more
touchdowns in the fourth tor
J 12 29 saint) oser Arkansas
Andre Noodson threw tor
265 said• and two touchdowns
and rail !or
ither score tor
The Wildcats who 'nosed up
lo No 11 in the NP poll Sun
'day. This is their highest rank•
ang since they were No h iii
the 1977 season-ending poll
Burton 4. aught a 32-yard
tout hdown from Woodson. who
is emerging as a Woman fro,tritcrulcr, with 4 02
remaining ctti gist. the N iltkat,
the lead ft t good the pre%
ous weekend. Woodson heat
otil•N, die with a last nunute
Ns.. and that led to Keenucks's
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first AP Lir 25 appearance since
1484
I Lirren M.1 adden. Atkatisa •
Ileisman hopeful. ran tor 1'
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Arkansas RB
Smith arrested
FAY UTE)/ILLL.
Ark.
(API --Arkansas running hack
Michael Smith was arrested
Sunday on suspicion of using
a stolen credit Card.
Smith
WAS arrested
on
telony charges of forgery and
theft by receiving. Coach
Houston Nutt suspended him
indefinitely and said the sophomore will not play next weekend when the Razorback'. host
North Texas
"I am extremely disappointed that he made a decision
that reflects poorly on him
and the Ratorbacka," Nutt said
in a statement.
Smith, whose fumble in the
second quarter WWI a key play
in the Razurtiacks' 42-29 loss
to Kentucky on Saturday night.
%vas expected to remain in
jail overnight. A court date
was to be set Monday.
According to a police
report another person was
arrested for fraudulent use of
a credit card. and Smith is
suspected of using the same
stolen card Smith said the
other person owed him EMI
for gas and gave him the
credit card to use
According the report, Smith
used the card for three transacatont worth a total a S96.34
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Futures Golf Club 1120 Psi ryear Country Club Road, l'uryear. Tenasesarc 18281

7th Annual Invitational
Saturday, Sept. 29 • Sunday, Sept. 30

7 FLIGHTS -10 PLACES IN EACH
Rased on Full Field

LONG DRIVE 81, CLOSE TO PIN EACH D
Enter $75.001Carta
Priv•te ('arts May

Available 4* $12 as. per day

Be Used With Trail

Fee 1 141 041 tle

731-247-3264
FREE PRACTICK ROUND
IMay Use Private Cart 'With Trail

Fee)

Make anew own foursome for Saturday, Sept Mk.
You will he assigned ter times and paired in foursomes for Sunday, Sept. ,70Di
teeeled
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successful and find a way to
get it done."
Kragthorpe shouldered the
responsibility after his defense
allowed one of the nation's worst
offenses to put up 14 points
and 465 yards He repeatedly
said "put it on me" dunng his
postgame press conference. and
reiterated the point on Sunday.
All players have to step
up. all coaches have to step
up." he said "We're in a situation where we have to respond
in a positive manner.Though the Cardinals 12-2.
0-1 Big Last) and quarterback
Brian Worm' have retained the
high-powered
olfense
that
became their trademark under
former coach Bobby Petnno.
they have lacked the precision
and perhaps the passion that
Petrol() brought to the sidelines
in the tour years he pushed
the Cardinals onto the national stage
Kragthorpe said he isn•t running a "happiness camp.•' but
he is considered more playerfriendly than Petnno Where
Petnno WA% fiery on the sidelines. Kragthorpe is more serene
Following a last-second loss to
rival Kentucky on Sept IS,
Kragthorpe simply told his players to go to work, no chalkboard slamming necessary
Yet as the Cardinals took
the field against the orange. they
acknowledged there Was a
notacable lack of emotion
"I could kind oh teel that
we weren't ready to play,- center Eric Wood said
The Cardinals certainly
looked it early, allowing Syracuse to take an 7-0 lead on a
79-yard touchdown pass on the
first play, of the game The
pia). was nearly identaal to the
one Kentucky ran in the final
minute ti' stun the Cardinals
Kragthorpe laid some of the
blame (yri an irxspenerxed set •
tindary that's trying to replace
three starters from a year ago
Yet a week of intense focus
anti some personnel changes
ended with the same result the
Cardinals looking toeless as
opponents ran free in the secondary
"You've got to trust your
eyes." Kragthorpe said "We
can not get the hall thrown
over ow head "
It's a lesson the Cardinals
have yet to learn They .re ranked
90th in the countrs in total
defense and 104th against the
pass
Syria u%c quarterback
Andrew Robinson threw for
421 yard% and four touchdowns
and averaged nearly 25 yards

-
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Nations) Football League Standings
All Time. CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
I E PCI
Ne.4 t ngiand
J
0 0 1 000
N T Jets
1
2 0 333
Buffalo
0 3 0 000
M•31711
0 3 0 COO
South
W
L T Pet
iodienapolis
3 0 0 1 000
rsousion
2
1 0 867
Jacksonville
I 0 667
2
Tennessee
1
1 0 500
North
W
L T Pet
P,M,Ourqh
3 0 0 1 000
irnore
1
2
0 667
(,4-kinnat,
1
2 0 333
(eland
1
2 0 333
West
W
I T Pet
Denver
2
1
0 667
Kansas City
1
2 0 333
Oakland
1
2 0 333
San Diego
1
2 0 333
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L 'T Pct
Dallas
3 0 0 1 000
shington
2
1 0 667
N Y Giants
I
2 0 333
1
Philadelphra
2 0 333
South
L T Pct
Carohna
2
1
0 667
Tampa Bay
1 0 867
2
New Dolmens
0 2 0 000
Avatar
0 3 0 000
NOM
t.3 0 0 1 000
amen Say
moral
2 1 0 667
Chicago
1
2 0 333
Minnesota
2 0 333
Weet
Pct
San Francisco
2
0 667
Seattle
1
2
0 667
Anzona
1
2 0 333
St Louis
3 0 000

Sunday's Games
N Y Jets 31 kbamr 28
Baltimore 26 Arizona 23
Green Bay 31 San Diego 24
New England 38 Bufialo 7
Indianapolis 30 Houston 24
Kansas City 13 Minnesota 10
Pittsburgh 37 San Francisco 16
Tampa Bay 24 Si Lours 3
Pheadelphia 56 Detroit 21
Oakland 26 Cleveland 24
Seattle 24 Cincinnati 21
Jacksonville 23 Deriver 14
Catoleut 27. Manta 20
N Y Gongs 24 Washington 17
Dialas 34 Chicago 10
Monday's Game
Tennessee al New Orleans 7 30 p m
Sunday. Sept. 30
Chicago at Detroit Noon
St Louis at Dallas Noon
Oakland at Miami Noon
Houston at Atlanta. Noon
NY Jets at &read Noon
Green Bay at Minnesota Noon
Baltimore at Cleveland Noon
startle at San Francesco 305 p m
Tampa Bay at Camina 305 p m
Denver at Indianapolis 3 15 p m
Kansas CAN, at San Dego 3 15 p m
Pittsburgh at Arizona 3 15 p in
Philadelpha at N 'I Giants 7 15 p m
Open: Washington Jacksonville Re.
Orleans Tennessee
Monday, Oct 1
New England at Cincinnati 7 30 pm

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GIS .
z-Bostor
92 64 590
—:
Nes VW,
90 6558) 11/2:
Toronto
78 77 50313 1/2:
Baltimore
66 89 42625 1/2
64 92 410
Tampa Bay
28
C.entrat Dion
W
L Pct 08
.-Cleveland
92 83 504
—
85 71 545 7 1/2
Detroit
76 79 490
kanninota
16
68 88 43624 1/2
Chicago
67 88 432
Kansas CM
25
West Division
W
L Pct 013
x-Los Angeles
92 64 590
—
Seattle
83 72 535 8 1 2
,
75 82 47817 1/2'
Oakland
72 84 462
TexaS
20
4-clinched division
z-ciinchecl piayon spot
Sunday's Games
Oakland 2
N V Yankees 7 Toron10 5
Detron 7 Kansas City 2
Tampa Bay 5 Boston 4
Mrnnesola 7 Chicago YVhee Sox 1
Texas 3 Battimore 0
L A Angels 7 Seattle 4
Monday's Game*
Toronto (Burnett 9-7/ at N Y Yankees
!Peddle 14-81 12 05 p m
Minnesota iSiva 12-141 at Chinon
diobenson 8-121 6 05 p m
Kansas City (Meche 9-12/ at Baltimore
(0 Cabrera 9-17) 6 05 p m
LA Angels isaraana 7-13) at Texas
iGalarraga 0-0i 7 05 p m

Cleveland 6

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New Yorl,
—
87 68 561
Philadelptua
85 71 545 2 12
Atlanta
82 74 526 51/2
Washington
69 87 44218 12
Florida
66 90 42321 1 2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB Chicago
83 73 532
—
79 76 510 3 1/2
Milwaukee
St Louis
73 82 471 9 1/2 .
Cincinnati
71 85 455
12
Houston
68 88 436
15
Pittsburgh
66 90 423
17
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Arizona
88 68 564
—
San Diego
85 70 548 2 1,2
Colorado
84 72 538
4
Los Angeles
80 76 513
8
San Francisco
69 87 442
19

Sunday's Games
Vassimplon 5 Philadelphia 3
116AL.Mats 7 Flonde 6 11 innings
Atlanta 7. Milwaukee 4
Chicago Cubs 8 Pittsburgh 0
Colorado 7 San Diego 3
San Francisco 5 Cincinnati 4
L A Dodgers 7 Arizona 1
St Louis 4. Houston 3
Monday's Games
Washington (Chico 5-9) al N Y Meta
fPeitrey 3-7). 6 10p m
St Lours (Wainwright 13-111 at
Milwaukee IBush 11-10) 7 05 p m
San Diego(Young 9-71st San
Francisco ludo 9-13). 9 15 p m

•Grossman
From Page 18
against the(()who), was only
his 26th, but that's because
Grossman was hurt for much
of his five-year stay in Chicago. So there's little hope he'll
study his way out of this jam.
either
For the moment, though.
Grossman appears to have all
the support be needs to keep
his job
"What worse can he go
through in this town" Bears
linebacker Bnan Urlacher said
'The guy went through it all
last year. and I'm sure he's
going to go through it again
this year
-I'm sure hell come hack
and get through it." he added,
"but it can't get any worse
than that"
Grossman has had worse
game.. hut nothing like the
one Rums) pieced together after
a slow start Rona) has been
in Dallas for the same five
•CilsOns, but unlike Grossman.
4 first-round choice from a
powerhouse Honda program, he
amved there as an undrafted
free agent from Eastern lIlti'k-)ts
Rom° got his chance when
Drew Bledsoe played his way
into then-coach Bill Parcells'
doghouse. and his time watching was well spent While Rorno
had trouble adjusting to the
Bears' relentless blitzing early
in the game. he neser got flu%
tered or forced throws
And by the second half.
sidestepping one defender after
another wethout leaving the
pocket, he began to find 'be
range. He finished a quietly
efficient 22-of-35 for 329 yards
with two touchdowns. All that
talk about Ronxi being unable
to post big numbers against a
defense as good as Chicago's

turned out to be just that.
'They gave Tony some fits."
Terrell Owens said. -They bnng
a heck of pass rush and Tony
was able to escape and use
his ability to get out of some
of those jams and find some
open guys down the field.Owens had little to say about
Rome's opposite, but when the
boo birds started in on Grosiiman in earnest in the that]
quarter. he cupped his hand
behind his nght ear, pretending he was having a hard tune
hcanng them.
Not so with Smith. who
acknowledged
afterward. ',I
know he's going to take a list
of the blame But WC all take
a lot of the blame."
At the same time. Smith
didn't hide his admiration 16r
the way Romo patiently picked
his team apart Asked what
impressed him most. Smith
replied, "the way he avoided
pressure and got the ball off.
"1 knew that coming in."
he added "But he was even
more impressive in person"
The only reason there hasn•t been much of a quarterback controversy in Omagh
— yet — is because the last
time backup Bnan Gnese turned
up in a regular-season game
was New Year's Eve and he
went 5-for- 15 in relief with
two interceptions
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The Calloway County Extension District Board will
hold a public hearing on Monday, October 1, 2007
at 1:00 p.m. till 2:00 p.m. at the Calloway County
Extension Office for the purpose of obtaining comment from the public regarding proposed 2007 tax
rates. All rates are per $100 assessed valuation of
property.
The tax levied last year on real property for the
Extension Serive District was 1.45 and produced
revenue of $164,200.96. This years compensating
rate is 1.4 and would produce revenue in the
amount of $175,696.06. The Calloway County
Extension District Board proposes a tax rate of
1.45, which will produce a total of $181,970.91.
Revenue expected from New Real property is
$17,769.95.
Additional revenue generated will be used for general expenditures of the Calloway County
Extension District.
INVITATION TO BID

Wle Wanted
The City of Murray Water. Wastewater, Gas, and
Street Departments will receive sealed bids for uniforms Sealed bids are to be marked 'thuforms" and
delivered to the City Clerk's office by 210 p in local
time on Tuesday. October 9, 2007 Specifications are
available at the City Clerk's office located at 104 N
5th St., Murray, KY 42071 The Mayor and City
Council reserves the nght to reject any or all bids.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
. Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilrty whatsoever for their
activities.
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Usual" beeteite to err
Madman rwidartin
Keetirky If yea art I cur....net roaster we ma,
newt enrolled until
December 31. Zer
For aalmmesi inlormatron
or mom ,or talt Sierra
Optimmtl-efibra-2207
Trt 1410404630 Far
Nese 0/1121111bos about
llsiman, pew nui Ism
sime i1es413-42V
Isdeilrels
Par bine kr Mr mitring
MOM ess el I 474*
alsmial ID
54441141visitur

1111111
.
0
A ch4d nescie you;
Become a looter parent up to S36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
AVON PT help needed.
877-420-6567.
WO Apple Cals needs
day server Apply in
person
of
BRITTH AVE N
Benton is currently
accepting epplications
lot the IcAlowing positions Grilled Nursing
We offer
Assistants
compeelive wages and
an anecallem* bonier*
Deduce APPly ri per
son at Brethaven of
-Benton 2607 Main
MIS
Hwy
Street
KY 42025
Benton
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions. Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BARTENDER. DAYS &
NIGHTS 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee
Good pay for the right
person 4 or 5 days a
week Must be neat in
Bring
appearance
resume in person 11-6
731-644-3796
FT,PT
TWO
(2)
Customer
Service
Representatives needed Basic computer
skills a must and excellent phone skills/voice
needed Above average hourly rate plus
commission
Send
resumes to
Peco
Products. P0 Box
363. Murray. KY 42071
or
info0pecoproducts co
FT
Production
Assistant
Peco
Products
LLC
is
accepting applications
for a qualified person in
our graphics department producing trade
show
displays
Computer
skills
required, and a very
basic knowledge of
graphic
terminology/graphic
concepts Photoshop
Al. i40 4 year degree
needed Send resume
to: Perm Products, P.O.
Box 363, Murray, KY
42071 or
info0pecoproducts co
FT Sales Rep.. Comm
Nees. dwelled leads.
Send resume to Pear
Products. LLC. PO.
Box 363. Murray KY
42071
email
of
into0pecoproducts . co

FULL
time
Office
Supervisor Veterinary
tech experience preferred. Send resume
with references to.
Bluegrass
Animal
Health
507
Care
Brookhaven Mayfield,
KY 42066
FULL-TIME position
available for LPN or
Certified
Medical
Assistant with clinical
expenence in a busy
family practice setting.
Monday-Thursday.
Benefits
package.
Apply by resume only
with references to
Richard H. Crouch,
M.D.
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
HELP WANTED
Pert/Full time 3 shtfts
daily 7 days a week.
Sehr after paid
training ÷ Benefits
Contact us nowt
1-888-974-JOBS or
www.18889741obs.co
MAX Fuel Express is
now hiring customer
service
representatives. Must be able to
work any shtft. Retail
experience preferred.
but will train the right
person Please apply in
person at any of the
',Awing locations: 2185
US Hwy. 641N 1302
Main St.. or 506 N. 4th
St. EOE
MOTORCYCLE
mechanic needed Call
270-382-2444 for interview

Want to Buy

PAINTING contractor 15
recruiting experienced
professional murneymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. Position includes
benefit plan including
Health, Retirement &
paid vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

PART-TIME
Office
Assistant at local CPA
firm. Busy phones,
attention to detail, good
people skills. professionalism and confidentiality
required.
Reply to P.O. Box
1040-W, Murray, KY
42071.
RN or LPN. Part-time,
2-3 days/week. P.O.
Box 1040-D, Murray,
KY 42071.
SPEEDWAY is now hiring a Coffee Steward.
The position is worked
M-F from 5:30AM to
1:30PM
and
is
demanding and fast
paced. Full time benefits available.
WANTED: Tax professionals for local office.
You provide the attitude; we provide education, training, and
career development.
Please call 618-7716296

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years expenence
270-759-9553
ROOM For Me To
Grow 2
'A Division of Room To
Grow Preschoor
Open House Sept 27,
5.30-700.404 N 4th
St., Suite G 761-6811
Accepting enrollment
ages 0-3
WILL clean houses
Flexible hours.
314-348-1738
WILL clean houses
Please call 293-5806
WILL do caregiving in
your home. Clean,
cook, laundry, and
whatever needs to be
done. Will also consider live in with 2 days
oft 15 years experience. Have reference.
Janet 270-873-2148
120
CarreArt
MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

National Property
Management
Company is seeking a
full time Assistant
[
1111
1Vaie lo ley
Manager with book keepong expectance
ANT1OUES Call Larry
•Orug Free Workforce
753-3633
'Background
Screening 'Benefits
BUYING
'Equal Opportunity
Junk cars trucks and
Employer • Please fax
tractors 436-5235
resume to (270)759BUYING °kJ U.S. coon
3005
& pocket knife collecNOW taking applica- tions. 293-6999
tions for pH positions
CASH paid for
me .11 shifts APPIY
good, used guns
in person at Sonic
Benson Sporting
Deive-In, 217 S 12th
Goods, 519S 12111
St.. Murray. KV No
Murray
phone cells.

Midst
FOr Salo

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

)k. JIt.ig

12X24 storage building
wrtront porch. New.
$3,900 firm. 492-8222
31" Sony Vega flat tube
TV $500. Call
293-9807
BOWFLEX Power Pro
$300 or make offer
Home Theater system
with surround sound
$50 or make offer Call
227-8379
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614
FEATHERLITE
aluminum flat bed for a 1 ton truck, $1,000 20'
gooseneck w/ramps,
$1,800 4'x8' utility trailer. $300. 437-4295.
227-6611
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG. Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna
Satellite 759-090'

Calloway County
'ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
HOVEROUND MVP-4
power wheelchair Like
new. New batteries
270-293-4721
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, telt
acc, package. retails
$4.500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031
PRIME LOCATION, 2
Murray
crypts
at
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel
level
2
(479)750-4811
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE OVA or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming w/i-ID upgrade.
Get months 3 FREE of
HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5 00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale $2.50
bale. 227-7352. 7534582
DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Rost the county has
aii Terre4 Tirtwo

ail

753-9075
(270)227-2193

Office Open

Evening Child Core

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

for ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact director at

jk

1-11401-41,,k WOJS

Inie4257 4757

127127711311111

MlOsamisaTisuperutior • ktrpurt Nerves 1 Certified Drivers

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A. $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FRAM HELP Or CLAIM FILM FOR MY CLLRIVIN
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"

"1-4.4°. is guaranteed on first year
money.
•No risk to principal because it is guaranteed
The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
It you have, 401-K, 403-B, SlOCks, Mutual
Funds. CD's or other retirement investments.

Call Ron SallIn (Agent)
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Mold istilatkittaercost.
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust.

2M-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Icaars, Owner,

141telmonAld Firsher.
Commercial WasteIWhi
rlpool
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service Z7

as

1-800-585-6033

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

TRAVIS ASPHALT

9-39

Paving - Sealcoatmg - Hauling

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

492-8191

114 LK 158393. KY LicitGE60221ME9837
Serving West KY & West TN Far 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Apekances
FRIGIDAIRE Gallery
Super Capacity Heavy
Duty washer & dryer
Work great Less than
2 years old $395 080
270-293-4721
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713

6' boxblade, used 1
time $300 cash
435-4714
Musical
WINTER upright piano
condition
Good
Excellent starter piano
$800 270-753-5549
270
Weft Homes For Sala
147{65 mobile home
28R and 2 full bath,
central heat & air In
Murray city limns Call
293-3828
2003 Clayton 16x80,
3tx. 2ba. vinyl siding.
shingle roof, extra race
(270)489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS available for
first time home buyers.
Zero down, your land
Of family land. Ends
10/15/2007.
731484-9109
HARDIN, 14x60 2/B
w/fireplace,
C/H/A.
$3.500 1982 Chevy
truck. $500 256-5205675

809-3899
Or E-mail
soling.scaborought'aturraystats edu

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

1114 Mcill

NEW 38R singiewtde
on 1 acre lot. move-in
ready
no rentals
$51,500
(270)978
0921

avatiabk

S3.1916

INSURANCE

labk*Dgi

Limousines & Vans

Morn.). 0.1 43071

07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover, retail $7 300,
must sell $3,600
(573)300-1031

your child now!

-5Fir
Mon • Fri

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECT0141

150

Classified%

in

NURSE Practitioner of
Physician's Assistant
Part-time.
2-3
dayslweek P0 Box
1040-E. Murray, KY
42071

140
Mee Wanted

NICE 2BR trailer No
pets 753-9666

2BR 1BA mobile home,
12x72,
furnished.
Weekly $90. monthly
$350. Plus security
deposit. No pets. Water
& trash included. 166
Rolling Acres Ln.
753-6558

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42(171

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109.
1 -BR Small kitchenette, all utilities furnished, no pets
Aurora KY Call
474-2202
1BR, various locations,
$200-5300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR IBA. all appliC/H/A.
ances.
641/Northwood.
270-753-0259
2BR brick, w/d hookup
carport, patio No pets
$355 a month
753-6931 or 293-6070
2BR Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo.
293-7738 293-1446
29R duplex, nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
washer/dr-yer,
2BR,
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood. no pets.
$475/month + deposit
753-0919
-- appliances,
311Ft wrth
central air. 5 minutes
from MSU, 121 North
$375/mo. + deposit
Call after 4:00.
753-3560
48R 2BA, all appliEmcee, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
SOUTHWOOD condominiums. All appliances included.
767-9948.
NICE clean 28R apartment. 1413 Miltwood
Lease. deposit. No
pets. $W)month.
767-0884. 226-9566

340
Houses For Rent
FEMALE college students need roommate
In
Murray Place.
E veryth ing included.
Contact Gwen 270826-0685, 270-4540585 or Murray Place
LiVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R 1425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
SP•11•1
$100 Deposit
iBR $325
2BR $375
Cell Today!
753-8668
.3.113

Wiese For IWO
1BR in county. Lease &
deposit No Pets.
753-0728. 994-3308

2, 3 & 4BR houses.
Lease
deposit
&
required. 753-4109
206 S. 11th. 2BR stove,
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, dishwasher.
753-8281. 753-5902
IBA,
28R
newly
remodeled, no pets.
415 S. 101h. $425
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
28R lake front properly
with deep water dock.
$750 month. 759-9046,
978-3953
2BR, 1-1/2 bath. all
appliances, no pets,
references & lease
required. Call
753-7522
38R 1.5BA, immaculate condition, extended lease required, no
pets References and
deposit required_ 1116
Fairtane Dr. $795 Per
month. 270-293-4602
or 270-435-4602
3BR 28A, 3 miles
of
south
Murray.
$575/mo references.
Available October IN
753-1221 after 5:00.
3BR 2BA. hardwood
floors. $450 month. NO
pets
270-293-4602.
270-435-4602
3I3R foreclosure. Buy
for only $19.990. For
listings 800-580-1951
ext. S021
3BR only $238 per
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-580-1951
ext S891

••• •415.
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CT
AVAILABILITY itbatAff LAND AU

em OMAN

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available

PM
Saturday, October 0th 2007•2:00
KY (Ponenown
Murray.
,
Dr
rk
filleadoMa
a
Or
Racoon
Dr.
k
Nighthaw
Location
Proceed Eag
Comaiwilly) F•crn Murree. taie Hwy 94 East 2 Hoes to Hwy 26C
Springs Rd then promo 8 miss tc
i•ertown Rd
- •s *a Dr sip.Pease
'nen 1 lee
JUST
nouns me nor 111717011:17
LAAD!
YVA
BY
BORDERED 011 2 SIDES
FROM
(ARE (B(OOD RIVER AREA) 9 MILES FROM MURRAY, KY 4.5 MILES Y!
MILLER MEMORIAL GOLF COURSE GREAT RECREATIONAL PROPERT
BUILDING SITES. MINI-EARN
TRACTS. GREAT DEER, TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME HUNTING,
WIRE ROWNG CROP LAND,
BOOSTING OF FINE STANDING
PINE OAKS CHERRY,
TIMBER
741.e..2
JUST A TREMENDOUS TRACT OF
in Tracts & Combitiiticins
LARD IN CALLOWAY COUNTY.
OF 12 ACRES - 15 ACRES
TRACTS
E
ACREAG
TRACT
REAL ESTATE
TION OR ENTIRE
70 ACRES AND 22 ACRES BUY ANY TRACT COMBINAoo""'
PROPERTY' Immediate Hunting Privileg
Esceilent Interior Roads With Grovel Throughout Farm,

195.93

AUCTION HELD AT CALLOWAY CO. Mid MP?.#7
ON HWY. 20011 POTTERTOWNI
kure on Vsii www.herrothiChOnS•COM
REAL ESTATE TERM& la. 001iir bey Or saw dews* in Days A 'cr. Sun
' -a alai Arc )noureatie cAneo sate Pnr.
• ‘,49.10.11.1 FKrt,ACICIK0

'Now Have
Climate Control

753.3853
AiR 1 1 2BA. W of
t4,*E, Mfg* yard
j.el age door opener.
,
appliances 5750/rno
. deposit references
NO PETS 753-7920
ritcE 48R 28A all
ippliances hot tub,
PI in backyard
Cornerstone
• d Rental 270

MINIATURE donkey
pony cart new. 2 sets
of harness $500 00
5 month (Ad miniature
donkey Jenny- black
$300 00 435-4420

CUL.

4 111Iv
ii[Ajainilios mitt:it:(1,.
A lasellse an Lmreelleillarlmillne Mout fee.,/4
alas St. m. ears•10.~.IT Mrese•
DEMO 147-OROB•0111-110114111111
EXECUTIVE home in 7
-Electric
Siike I 9k6
Murray. unique design
with all amenities. I
24 nous siuroci
list
acre wooded lot.
Licensed & Insured
replacement cost
111 lobs hig. is 'utah 1
$500,000.. sale price
5316.000 by owner
(270)753-9686
FOR Saletease- 3801 436-2867 Lamb's
28A lakefront property Professional Tree
w dock. 2-172 car Service Complete tree
garage- wr apt-1210, removal. etc IliturtRT759-9046, 270-9783953

753-9562

or Nantes

AM Warehousing
14S11320-50

1

sI.i•i I edger, a I •nur.
%,I 5.4...

BOAT STORAGE
AVAILABLE

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
I_
;

183
MF

3811. RENTALS
NiiNi-ST()K 1(.1.
"see renting
.!11 S 4th St
latatril

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store dim
loci presently has
unris 'availabie 753.
7i05 of 751 7516
PRE MIEIR
MINISTORAGE
onside donate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell bores'
*We rent U Hauls
753 9600
Prep or ewe

N•11'11 \i I
Nlitchell Bros.

Paving
759-0501
751-1537

ICAV IS

ASPHALT
Pat ing. Sr-alt-oatjug
A Hauling
%% IS
10%1

270-753-2279

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-5141 A-AFFORD436-2113
ABLE Hauling Clean
Dozer work & Track
out garages gutters
hoe
punk & tree work.
Garage
BROWN'S
Doors
A-I:ice's Mower
Sales service & repair
repair pick-op. delivCall 573-895-2130 oi
ery. 436-2867
573-421-8413
A-1 Slump Removal
TRENCHING
Fully insured. 437731-782-3951
31L)44,,
- 731-336-5288
[14

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting
Cleaning, 270- 2276606 731-496-8904

• =at
Cod= drimmays,
Moimd Mumgood
sommii. MI gm aup.
(01)18146711
(1111)131101t
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring -Decks
*Vinyl siding *Ali
Home Improvements
(270)971-2111
Licensed/Insured
ClIfT01111 BULLDOZING
oiaoe
Doh
clomp. fence rows
underbrustang, ponds
waterways
19 yrs &venom.
Grog Renfro.
•27111•293•9371*
•
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences
etc. (270)527-7176
014.1 HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

FREE
&pap AdLphames • Old Idyl.'
& Deem
Metal Storm
Soap Metal Mewers&Tille,‘
ties
&Ole
Cale
meat
Farm

FUTRELL'S Tre*,
Service
Trimming, remover
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839
`L

I

I

\ • I

\
eddy & wend
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2713
293-2784

JOE'S JOBS
,.11.111!
4 r aid sr,
1
repati 1/
Scrii..1 II
753-43-U • 227-5644
METAL OP
MURRAY
6" Continuous Gutters,
Garage Door Service &
Repair
Owner: Grog Maulleid
(270)29344119
MILLS & Son
Pressure Washing
vinyl, wood, brick, siding. concrete, decks &
more
270-227-6160
NEED HELP?
Handyman Services
All remodeling
No job too small
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

SININIO\S'S
H111/1 NI VS
11 014
"ii
SIT nth lidift cooking & house cleaning
10 years expenence
Have references
270-489-6123.
270-227-4403
THE Murray Ledger 4
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
WILDUFE
Food Plot
Consultants
-Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
-Soil testing
.I.Jrning and Fertilizing
-Spraying
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
-Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

FORECLOSURE' 3811
only $19,990 For &stings 800-560-1951 ,at
5020

VIaltcheet.m. t%pC
Also. kanept-ts
Whitle•

270-759-4/174

AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling. dean up Junk
Garage. yards.
bunclings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

construction
NEW
116
F SBO
ir OfOU9tIbreli Drive.
Murray Estates 48R
513A breakfast room.
family room Floor
hardwood, tile carpet
Nice, priced to sell
753-3966. 293-9747,
752-0624
THREE bedroom lake area central heat
and air Only
$34 900 Just now on
CENT U.
the market
_
%%i
•ts
RY 21 Loretta Jobs
on.
An) Locati
REALTORS
753- 1492 Ask for
.1,11) ontlititm
•
46 DOM* Tate
• ft Mil,'Wit)

2

..1101111
,
Cifil%imi%rr

270-761-1/11 1

I ATV $

Weep

price,
REDUCED
2003 Victory Cruiser
1 507 cc.s./92 cubic
inches 9.000 miles.
new tires Lots of
extras 57 800 Call
705 7692
S acre (seared told 1 2 2004 Honda - Shaiiciar,
tE,Lao trr)rn Murray
550rnees. 53.500 270MISS 40015 Can Mart 435-4555. 270-293Fredrick RE Max 976- 3173. 270-293-4611
18.0
FORTY iced" • crop
;and hunting building
sees • pond CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs REA,
TORS 753-1497
14. 15 16 inch

acres for sale by
irrnel 30 acres lend
etas 13 acres as ten
her 978 0505 436

USED TIRES

Fe,Sae

OFF ICE or retail spa,•
evaded* Piers* ioca
•••OWNER
tion 753 1905
FtNANCING-*
293 leso
405 S Sit' St ;di
VERY nice commercial rpm
rvw` down
building for was, in
2222
Over
area
Murray
1.,
Great
SF
600
St
retail offices restai
tc
1,700
rant or any kind
113A bnck Pmts
business Has penile ,
eloor S3011,mo fsy
sue central ha. and
system
security
qualified buyers
$1 8013ino
7524118,•f414742
270-293-9349
1809 Calailnil 4811
29A. isms kitchen. 2.
ear Omer AOCAanoss
included MISS 41000
.AKC German
Cali Mark Fredncs
Shepherds Nom
RE;Max 978 18110
4licli1ntin Kennels
227 JOr•11 Si . PUnyear
3'410084 and adults
TN 3811 I 543A 1 400
.Gstwari import pedi
sq fl recently corn
owes great tor work•
remodeled
pieiNy
ling. protection
931427.0761
'eacellere quamy pots
931-627-1026
73t-3162.2644
73i415.1646
3011 1 58A bneinCoviii
Welch
elite foreland'
immacutate move-in
Cory sews puppies.
condition $114900
Jecti %Noe Tumors
1116 Fodor*
Ionia Austrahon
270493-4007 or
Shaptsent Baas Merles
270435.4602
tern raised wormed &
MIR :BA (ergo lot
snots Judy Loner
workshop
24a24
‘61111499-52152
Marshall Co. MIS,
16161672 4779
40600 C ail Marl
LAC. purebred Boston Fredrick RVIAlia
Tweet puppes 10-360 971-11160
436-5669
-Liiiik
4 bedrown
Nor CAVA. on 2 lots
000 Obedience
$166000 Mow Ise
4364064
i6Ositi ingsat
ORE(-le
MIMMoungs con,
Pim* 1.11 peer ele (270)7$3
-4100
Chant Uibilittegis
rew Call Isz-ozas
SRlIPsonwkw
by miner 1 bedroom
2 fun twine. central
hem and WE elNMI*/
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Actress Catherine Zeta-Jonett
(1969). actor WiN Smith (1968).
actor Michael Douglas (1944)
•••

Jacqueline Blger Is on the
Internet at http://www.lacqueHrieblger.corri.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndleaste Inc.
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!ooldngBack
10 years ago
Published Are a story by Staff
tinter David Ramey and a plcWire by Staff Photographer Bernard
Itene about the tent revival, being
histed by the Bethany Baptist
Church, on the Locust Grove Road.
Dr. Dwight Moody, formerly
of Murray, has been appointed
dean of the chapel at Georgetown
College, Georgetown, Ky.
Katherine Ray of Murray has
an exhibit of her Barbie Doll collection now at the Calloway County Public Library.
20 years ago
Cyndi Cohoon of Murray was
awarded fourth place in the Joint
Council on EC011011114: Education
International Paper Company Foundation National Awards Program
for development and teaching on
economics to seventh graders at
Murray Middle School.
Twenty-three military based
Policemen from the Murray based
61.4th MP Company of the Kentucky National Guard are being sent
to the Philippines on a training
mission, effective Sept. 26, according to Sgt. 1st Class Dennis Smith.
Murray State University Racers lost 21-17 to Western Hilltoppers in a football game at Bowling Green.
30 years ago
A comprehensive three-lane proposal on an extension connecting
U.S. 641 South and Ky. 121 South
is expected to be received by city
officials within a few days from
the Kentucky Department of Transportation Bureau of Highways
headquarters at Frankfort.
Willard Ails, pharmacist at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will
be one of the guest lecturers at
Harding College Lectureship in
Searcy, Ark.
M.C. Garrott writes about Carl

Grandmother-to-be is reluctant
to share with ex's new wife

iFatsidei Rowland in his twice
weekly
column. "Garrott's Galley."
40 years ago
Kathy Converse. senior at Murray High School, was crowned as
football queen at the homecoming game with the Murray Tigers
winning over the Fulton Bulldogs.
Her attendants were Kaye Beaman, Debbie Brandon and Debbie Edmonds,
Capt. Donald C. Roberts was
awarded the Army Commendation
Medal for mentorious services from
September 1964 to April 1967 while
serving with the 57th Medical Battalion in Landstuhl. Germany.
50 years ago
Gus Lar
. nb. who has been with
the United States Postal Service
as a rural earner in Calloway
County, is retiring Sept. 30 because
of ill health after 31 years and
eight months service. He started
in 1926
Sandra Hamrick was installed
as worthy adviser of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls.
Mrs. K.T. Crawford presented
a lesson on "Landscaping" at a
meeting of the North Murray
Homemakers Club at the home of
Mrs. Earl Miller,
60 years ago
The present Murray Hospital
will sold at public auction on Oct.
27, according to Murray Mayor
George Hart who is master commissioner of Calloway County.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. W.N. Russell,
Sept. 9.
The Hazel Cannery at Hazel
High School will be closed after
Sept. 23 except by appointment,
according to Cannon Parks, agriculture teacher.

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have been divorced for
a number of years. Our divorce
was amicable. He is now remarried and has chosen to include
his current wife, "Blanche,' in
all correspondence with our two
daughters and me. I admit to
some jealousy when it
comes to my
girls. They
are our children,
not
hers.
This
has become
more hurtful
Dear Abby to me since
I found out
that I am terBy Abigail
minally ill. I
Van Buren
don't want
Blanche to replace me as a
grandmother to any children
who are born to our girls.
I am writing now because
my oldest daughter has just
learned that she is pregnant.
If I survive long enough, it
will be my first grandchild - an honor I do not wish to
share. Am I being selfish, or
is there some other way for
Blanche to be part of this
grandchild's life without taking my place? My children
are not close to her and have
also expressed disapproval of
their father's inclusion of his
new wife in every part of his
interaction with them. Please
tell me what you think. -WANTS TO BE REMEMBERED,LONGVIEW,TEXAS
DEAR WANTS TO BE
REMEMBERED:
Please

Todayirdlistory
•

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Sept. 24,
'Ate 267th day of 2007. There are
ti days left in the year.
•• Today's Highlight in History
• On Sept. 24, 1789, Congress
iassed a Judiciary Act that protOded for an Attorney General and
Supreme Court.
On this date:
• In 1869, thousands of bustiessmen were ruined in a Wall
street panic known as "Black Friday" after -financiers Jay Gould

i

El

and lames Fisk attempted to corner the gold market.
In 1929, Lt. James H. Doolittle guided a Consolidated NY-2
Biplane over Mitchel Field in New
York in the first all-instrument
flight.
In 1957, the Los Angeles-bound
Brooklyn Dodgers played their last
game at Ebbets Field, defeating
the Pittsburgh Pirates 2-0.
In 1960, the USS Enterprise.
the first nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier, was launched at„Newpon

News, Va.
In 1963, the U.S. Senate ratified a treaty with Bntam and the
Soviet Union limiting nuclear testing.
In 1969, the trial of the "Chicago Eight" (later seven) began.
(Five of the defendants were later
convicted of crossing state lines
to incite riots at the 1968 Democratic national convention, but the
convictions were ultimately overturned.)
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allow me to offer my sympathy regarding your prognosis.
All of your feelings at this
point are understandable.
Your grandchildren will have
only one biological grandmother, and that is you. Your husbands wife will be their STEPgrandmother. And from what
you have written about your
daughters attitude toward her,
I'm sure they will make certain that their children know
the difference.
So please, rest easy. No one
can control the future.
, not you
and not I. And in the final analysis, what is more important is
that your grandchildren are
loved. The more love they're
surrounded with, the better off
they'll be.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 21year-old male who has always
been unlucky in love. I recently met a woman who is perfect for me. She is smart,
funny, worldly, attractive and
all-around wonderful. The problem is, she is 31.
Age is just a number to
me, but I'm concerned that my
advances may seem like some
kid trying to woo her. I know
she thinks of me as a peer,
but I just can't get over my
insecurities about it. I want to
take our friendship to the next
level, but I'm unsure what to
do. -- NAIVE IN NEW ENGLAND
DEAR NAIVE: The longest
journey begins with a single
step, and your first step should
be to find out why you have
"always been unlucky in love."
It could save you much
heartache in the future. Could
it be that you have always
chosen a love object who was
inappropriate -- this woman
included?
Before taking steps to take
this friendship to the next level,
be smart and schedule some
sessions with a psychologist
to figure out what has gone
wrong in the past. Those who
do not learn from the past are
doomed to repeat it.
DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfriend, 'Eddie" is away at
college. I would like to send
him a care package to show
him how much I love and
miss him. Have you any suggestions on what should go
into a meaningful care package? -- TRICIA IN SAN
FRANCISCO
DEAR TRICIA: Send your
boyfriend something he can't
get while he's away at school.
The perfect "I care" package
should
contain
homemade
cookies and brownies, and perhaps a book you have read
recently that you think he might
enjoy, along with a picture of
you and a love letter.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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Medication causes
'arthritis' pain
DEAR DR. GOTT: At 71
years of age, I am a very
physically active, pain-free
woman. That was until my
doctor put me on Actonel (for
beginning osteoporosis). After
taking my first pill (one a
week), two
nights later
I woke up
with excruciating
arthritic pain
in my knees.
That day
I had played
18 holes of
golf
and
then refereed two socBy
cer games
Peter
Dr.
Gott
and attributed the pain to too much
activity. Within three days, I
was back to normal (no pain).
The next Monday I took the
Actonel again, as per the
instructions. Two nights later,
the "arthritis" pain in both knees
returned and was unbearable.
I could not walk without holding onto the walls, furniture
or railings! I had no excessive activity that day. I started putting two and two together. Upon checking the side
effects of Actonel, I learned
that this was one of the major
side effects. I stopped taking
the medicine, and within a week
I was back to being pain-free.
I shared this information with
a friend. She said she had horrible arthritic knees and had
been on Actonel for two years.
Two weeks later she thanked
me. She stopped her Actonel,
and within two weeks her knees
were better than they had been
in two years. I wonder how
many people who have "arthritis" actually have a reaction
to Actonel or some other drug?

DEAR READER: Arthritis
pain is a rare side effect of
Actonel, but, as you discovered, it can happen without
warning. I'm publishing your
letter to alert other readers.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Osteoporosis."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GO'17: I am
a faithful reader. Your advice
is usually very good, but I
disagree with your comments
about apple cider vinegar providing no benefits whatsoever.
I take apple cider vinegar
(2 teaspoons, 1 teaspoon honey
and a small amount of unsulphured molasses) every day
and have for at least 10 years.
My immune system is great,
my skin has improved, my
joints don't ache and I don't
have cracked heels anymore.
I am a very healthy 66-yearold female who takes no medication except the occasional
ibuprofen for a headache. I
work out almost every day,
am still working and find I
have more energy than most
of my younger co-workers.
I dilute the mixture in 1
cup of hot water and then mix
that with cold water before
drinking it. I think it has
numerous benefits.
DEAR READER: I have
received several letters from
other readers who swear by
the vinegar potion. I have had
no experience with it, but, as
requested, I am hereby mentioning it as a public service.

Dr. Gott
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Opening lead
eight of diamonds.
Over the put three decades, Pakistan's Zia Mahmoud has firmly
established himself as one of the
world's best players. He is especially
well-known both for his daring and
for his uncanny knack of sensing
how the opponents' cards are distributed.
Here is an example of Zia in
action. Fhe hand occurred at the
1983 world championship in Stockholm, Sweden Playing against

Indonesia. Zia was South and got to
six hearts on the sequence shown.
During the auction, West had
repeatedly inquired about the meaning of the North-South bids. In Zia's
experience, players don't usually ask
such questions unless they hold some
high-card values. Since East had
very early indicated diamond
strength by doubling North's twodiamond response, Zia decided that
West (who had later doubled four
clubs) probably held both the king of
clubs and queen of spades.
Proceeding on this assumption.
Zia ruffed the diamond lead, ruffed a
club, led a spade to the ace and ruffed
a second club. A spade to the king
was followed by a third club ruff. Zia
then ruffed a diamond and cashed the
A-K-Q of trumps.
By this time, 10 tricks had been
played. Zia's last three cards were
the spade deuce and A-Q of clubs,
while West had the spade queen and
K-10 of clubs. Exercising his customary good judgment. Zia now
exited with the epode deuce to West's
queen, and West's forced club return
into the A-Q gave South the slam.
Not surprisingly, Zia was the only
declarer in the event to make six
hearts. But through the years, the
bridge world has learned that results
like this are commonplace whenever
he is one of the competitors.

Tomorrow: A foeman worthy of your steel
C2035 Ron. altar. Synthcale
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National RC&D Week TRusT"BEY
celebrated this week
Special to the Ledger
Jackson Pinch:lac Resource
onsersatiori and Development
ouricil joins the 375 RC&D
t otinc its across the country in
celehrating •RC&D Week.
ItC&D week was declared
UI rck•tignition iit the annisersary of the designation of the
T- first 10 RC&D areaa_ hi the
past 4; years the program has
grown from 10 designated areas
to 475 designated areas that
,'vet user AS percent of the
United States and its term,.
t'Cs
Stiar4 oh K uggt, president of
the National Association of
e slam e (.4•n,crl.anon and
Councils.
e ipment
expressed pleasure and pride
as the thousands of Ite&D
it IllellitiCTS prepare to celebrate the National COinnnini
N %CIS
RCM ('nun
ca. provide to Atnerica

'Local people determining
their community needs and creating solutions for these needs
in our communities, and the
many projects that RC&D
Councils carry out. 41c far too
important to go unnoticed in
our communities and unrecognized by the media. she said.
The
Jackson
Purchase
Resource Conservation and
Development Foundation, Inc..
is a nonprofit, non-governmental corporation serving the Kentucky counties of Ballard. Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton. Graves.
Hickman,
Marshall
and
McCracken. In 2005. the Foundation was accepted into the
Circle of Diamonds Program.
J program through the National A11114:tatson% ofitC&D Councils. that is designed to highlight those RC&D Councils
that show exemplary public
accountability and have produced high quality programs

witkun their local community
Kevin L. Murphy, president
of the Jackson Purchase RC&D
Council. is pleased to serve
Western Kentucky through projects such as the Obion Creek
Stream Restoration Project and
the Clarks River National
Wildlife Refuge Trails Project.
'The Foundation's mission
is to sustain' natural resources,
enhance economic vitality, and
improve quality of life. We are
proud to be an RC&D Council And will continue to be
attentive to the needs of our
local communities.'
Resource Conservation and
Development Councils are made
up of volunteers who serve
their communities in all 50
states and US terrnones RC&D
Councils identify, address and
solve the challenges needed to
sustain and improve the quality of life in their own communities

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Murray State University's School of Agriculture held its 2007 -Taking It To The Woodshed'
Racer Round-Up Fnday at MSU's Curns Center. Sponsored by the MSU Collegiate FFA, the
event brought together some 500 FFA students from high schools in Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana
and Missoun Students participated in work sessions designed to teach trust, communication,
leadership, teamwork and more, Pictured above, Amanda Kittel. a senior at Livingston Central
High School in Smithland, and Tiffini Bush, a freshman from Warren Center High School in
Bowling Green, take pan in the "mine field," a trust exercise that paired each student with
another student they had never met before.

MSU alum earns Tenn. farm award

Photo provided
Calloway County FFA members Patrick Wyatt. Cassie Hendon and Kelsey Watson present a
safely packet to Judy Overbey member of the Safety and Rural Health Committee for
Calloway County Farm Bureau Also pictured are 4-H members Ashleigh Eldndge. McKaylon
Wilson and Amber Eldridge who assisted with the protect

CCHS FFA, 4-H develop
safety booklet in Spanish
This ear is the t4,h annivetsarv of National Satety and Health lAcek. which was observed
last week
allow ay ounty 1.1-A Alla 4 II students coordinated .6 unique limiest with the support of
Calloway County hit tit Htitc4ti and Ecotone
Sets it es (
hy publishing a safety brochure
in Spanish to h.: used in the agricultural communit)
1-IA President Kelsey
A.A.() said die was
grateful for the support from the organtrations
and Rids%'duals who made this Mort possible
and recognized the National Ag Safety Data-

CONTINUOUS CACTUS

Grant-fnis-001Morn Safe Co., and a $500
gift certificate from Southern
States If selected as the overall winner, he will receive a

$14,000 prize and the use of
a Massey Ferguson North America tractor for one year.
Norwood grows food grade
white corn, yellow corn, soybeans, wheat and edible soybeans on his 2,540-acre farm
in Paris. In his 13 years of
farming, row crops have always
been his focal point.
Norwood, who received his
bachelor's degree in agribusiness and master's degree in agricultural science, has worked
most of his life on his family farm. As a student at MSU.
he was a member of the Agriculture Engineering Technology and Mechanization Club.

WIN A HOUSE!

base and Ag Safe. Inc. for furnishing the information needed 'Watson also used this project
to fulfill a seraice requirement for her 4-H
Gott, Honor
'These students Lathe up with a creative
project for farm Safety Week and KUM Bureau
was happy to heir according to Sharon 1-urches. A member of the ('alloway Earni Bureau
Board
The 4-H Lisestock Judging Club put together a hag to distnhute to worker's that contained
scscral Items along with the brochure
11-A
students distnhuted the hags user the week

Costs forcing farmers to
re-examine wind energy
t kfiS TON. Iowa t API
es. fanner. tia Cit Costs
knew the and reduced their ens ironmen
winds whipping across his lam- tat impact
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It
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ness II
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said Kam•
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a grad student with an expert
base monsated farmers to take
Ise in grant wnting Ftnalls another look at their operaAble to navigate the paperwork. tions
he istitained a federal grant and
Tracking the number of farmthe Weisshaar Family 1-arm ers who have made such moves
added an drains wind turbine Is difficult. hut those who study
in Felsruars
agriculture think it's becoming
"It • always been windy more common, as fanners are
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some small farms are es.plor
celelinty of sorb. The turbine
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between his house and his
gy efficient y And lower costs
its erecting wind turbines. mak- daughter's house. and is cauing Noche-vet fuel and adopt- l% % t.thle from a nearba highing tilibrr effis tent tilling pr-ac- was
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Shown is Toopte Thomas
Moor* $ cactus potted in
Q76 when it was 3 inchcs
if is nol 26 inches and
Nes only been given water

Grant Norwood, a 2000 and
2001 Murray State University
alumnus from Pans. Tenn.. was
selected as the 2007 Swisher
Sweets/Sunbelt Expo Southeastern Farmer of the Year for
Tennessee. Judges from the University of Tennessee Extension
Service selected him.
As the Tennessee state winner. Norwood will receive a
$2,500 cash award and An
expense paid trip to the Sunbelt Expo from Swisher'Inter=
national of lackx.inville,
a jacket and a $200 gift certificate from the Williamson
Dtckic Co., a commemorative
fireproof home safe from Misty

Built by Trent Garland Construction
Located in Briarcrest Subdivision, Murray Kentucky
Valued at more than $200,000

Grand Prize Drawing Held on Fri., Feb. 29, 2008

Tickets are s100 each and
Only 4,000 Will Be Sold!
Purchase tickets for your chance to win this beautiful new
home in the Briarcrest Subdivision in Murray, Kentucky.
Tickets are available at: BB&T Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
by calling (2701 753-0317 or go on the web at www.unitedwaymcc.org

The Grand Home Give-A-Way is sponsored by the United Way of
,VfurraylCalloway County in conjunction with Trent Garland
Construction, subcontractors, and local businesses.
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